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ABSTRACT

The House of the Seven Gables and The Spoils of

Poynton are comparable primarily in the manner in which

Hawthorne and James focus on 'relationships'. The reader

usually perceives characters in their relationships to other

characters. Furthermore, through the major device of the

house, Hawthorne and James compare characters to their

settings, indicating the important effect of each upon the

other. In the works under discussion, therefore, James and

Hawthorne are strongly tied together by their methods of

composition.

Chapter One deals with so~e of the general theories

critics have employed to co~pare the fiction of Hawthorne

and James, and these criticis~s are applied to the specific

comparison of The House of the Seven Gables and The Spoils

of Poynton~ In Chapter Two~ the relevant comments of

Hawthorne on The House of the Seven Gables j and James, both

on Hawthorne's work and The SDoils of Poynton, are examined.

The two works are directly compared and contrasted in

Chapter Three.
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INTRODUCTION

A major problem in examining any works by different

authors is to determine the most suitable basis of com

parison. For this reason, I have in the beginning chapter

scrutinized some of the general comments of critics who are

convinced that a definite connecting link exists between the

fiction of Hawthorne and the fiction of James, and I have

attempted to apply their statements to the specific comparison

of The House of the Seven Gables and The Spoils of Poynton.

Similarly, the commentary of Hawthorne on The House of the

Seven Gables, and the opinions of James, both on The Spoils

of Poynton and on Hawthorne's romance, are carefully

studied in the second chapter. Thus the first and second

chapters serve as a necessary background for the topic and

supply a number of methods to compare The House of the Seven

Gables and The Spoils of Poynton. To an extent, therefore,

the opening chapters form a framework for the third and most

important chapter, where the works under discussion are ex

plored.

To my knowledge, The House of the Seyen Gables and

The Spoils of Poynton have not been extensively compared, as

other works by the authors have. This strikes one as curious,

because the crucial bond between the two books, the house,

appears to be so central to both works. Certainly, what

James and Hawthorne do with the image of the house, and the

'role' that they make the house 'play', is often radically

I
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different. From one standpoint, therefore, this makes the

study of th~ houses an easily accessible and beneficial way

to contrast the authors, illustrating their differences in tem

perament ".:.. and style. The similarities, however, seem to

outweigh the differences and it is on these likenesses that

the greater part of this paper is focused. Thus the object

of this paper is to raise an inquiry concerning the possible

influence of The House of the Seven Gable~ on The Spoils of

Poynton, and hence, from this specific comparison, to add to

the general critical material analysing the relationship

between the art of Hawthorne and James.

James's use of the house as the primary setting and

as a key structural device is certainly not confined to The

Sooils of Poynton. The function of the mansion in "The Turn

of the Screw" and the empty home in "The Jolly Corner" is

extremely important, and in both stories the houses are

encircled with a psychological and, with their apparent

ghosts, a gothic atmosphere which is reminiscent of Haw

thorne's The House of the Seven Gables. In the fiction of

Hawthorne and James. we may not regard houses as mere 'back

drops' for the characters and their activities. They are

placed in enough prOXimity to all events and actions to

make us regard them, in one form or another, as 'centres'

of the stories. This is clearly displayed in James's The

Portrait of a Lady. Here, as will be observed in The Spoils

of Poynton and The House of the Seven Gables, houses are
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seen and studied in opposition to each other. The spacious

and affable grounds of Gardencourt provide a direct contrast

to Osmond's house where the cramped and stifling atmosphere

creates the impression that "once you were in, you would need
I

an act of energy to get out. n

In The Portrait of a Lady, James revealed important

bridges between characters and their homes. One learns a

great deal about the character of Mr. Touchett and Gilbert

Osmond simply by observing their homes. In conversation

with Isabel, Madame Merle draws our attention to this sig-

nificar.t fact.

'I don't care anything about his house,' said Isabel.
'That's very crude of you. When you've lived as

long as I you'll see that every human being has his
shell and "that you must take the shell into account.
By the shell I mean the whole envelope of circum
stances. There's no such thing as an isolated man
or woman; we're each of us made up of some cluster
of appurtenances. What shall we call our 'self'?
Where does it begin? where does it end? It over-
flows into everything that belongs to us -- and
then it flows back again. I know a large part of
myself is in the clothes I choose to wear. I've
a great respect for things! One's self -- for
other people -- is one's expression of one's self;
and one's house, one's furniture, one's garments,
the books one reads, the company one keeps
these things are all expressive.' 2

The above quotation is obviously applicable to The SQoils of

Povnton and The House of the Seven Gables where the houses

assume an even larger position than in The Portrait of a Lady.

In the former works, it will be seen how the houses reflect

upon their owners, and relatedly, how the house, inheriting

the qualities of its occupants, "flows back" and shapes the
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thoughts and actions of the people who are associated \dth

it. "Things are all e:xpressive, II -- iiJ'ada'TIe iiJ'er19's state

'TIent, I believe, is ill'strative of the crucial viewpoint

James shares lvith iia\vthorne. A character must ahlays be

related to surrounding forces or lI expressions. 1I Thus in the

works under discussion it is often difficult and sometimes

i'TIpossible to separate a character from a house, or a house

fro'TI a character, and any exa'TIination of these works must

concentrate on this relationship. The effect of this

creative ~ethod on the works under discussion will be con

sidered in the following chapters.
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Notes to Introduction

I Henry James The Portrait of a Lady, (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, I963~, p. 213.

2 Henry James, The Portrait of a Lady, pp. 172, 173.



CHAPTER ONE

B .fore specifically co~paring The House of thA Seven

Gables and Thp- .Scoll:,; or. ?ovnton, it ·..rill oe useful, both

as an overview and as a possible basis 01 comparison for

the works under disc ssion, to examine the general methods

critics have brought forward to CO~Dare James and Hawthorne.

Fe 00 ~.1atthiessen, in The AmaricPl.n I}~naisflancef states that

Hawtho.ne's in~luence upon Ja~es is most strongly seen in

Ja~esfs early and late stages. In James's early works,

his debt to Hawthorne is reflected by both style and

thel11e (IfThe Romane e of Certain Old Clothes If and IfThe

L3.st of the Valerii It are goed examples). No such dirGe'"

connections 'TIay be found v-ihen exa'nining the later ~"Jorks --

on which The Snoils of P ynton J published in Ia97, borders

but Matthiessen states that a major characteristic of

the last novels is "their magnificently susto.ined syrnboli sm.

Certainly there is no q lestion 01 any specific debts to

Hawthorne at this point, but of a fundamental reassertion

of kinship in moral values, which defied for both writers
I

any merely realistic presentation. " Thus, ~J~atthiessen

theorizes that James was slowly 'TIoving away from

the more' ealistic' ~tyle a Tr1\'') Portr~-.\i· Ot :l Lady,

T:'e r30stonians and 'L'he Frin .. ~ss CaSa12.ssi':l3 and,

undoubtedly, the alt~ost infini.te mazes of 3 .bols n i11ages

Jolly C rrler,r :lila

6
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"The Beast in the Jungle" distinguish them, not in kind

but in degree, from James's former works.

Clearly, The Spoils of Poynton belongs much more to

the 'later period' than to the former periods. Practically

every page in the novel indicates and reinforces a series of

major image clusters. The characters and their actions, it

will be seen, are surrounded by images of battle, flight and

religious devotion. Similarly, the entire foundation of

Hawthorne's work is integrally supported by and depend t upon

images of light and darkness, angles and circles, and isolation

and reunion, to name but a few. Both works are in fact bombarded

by images and symbols, and while it will do little good to

compare one image in one book to one image in another, one

may safely state that Hawthorne and James are joined by the

manner in which they employ their images and symbols. In both

The House of the Seven Gables and The Sooils of Poynton,

characters' actions are not fully appreciated until one

closely examines the imagery that usually accompanies each

act. Usually, its primary function is to illuminate the

relationship between one character and another, or between

a character and the surrounding obj acts or "expressions."

The underlying patterns of images, moreover, will often tell

the reader more about the character than can be perceived

through any other means, because both authors regularly use

their images as emblems of the unconscious workings of their

characters' minds.



The most extensive study of the influence of Hawthorne

upon James is Marius Bewley's The Complex Fate. In this

work, he directly compares particular works of Hawthorne to

those of James. From such an examination, Bewley concludes

that James either consciously or unconsciously reworked the

often "hazy" concerns of Hawthorne into a more powerful
2

artistic statement and form.

In order to study Bewley's methods of comparison it

will be necessary to briefly examine the ways he relates The

Bostonians to Hawthorne's The Blithedale Romance before dis

cerning if such a method is feasible for a comparison of The

House of the Seven Gables and The SDoils of Poynton. The

strands connecting the two former works are, according to

Bewley, easily apparent. Hollingsworth shares certain

affinities with Basil Ransom, Westervelt is similar to Selah

Tarrant, and the relationship between Zenobia and Priscilla

is comparable to that of Olive and Verena. Bewley states

that James reconstructed the nature of Hawthorne's characters

to comply with his "more thorough scheme of things." Selah

Tarrant is a more 'believable' character than Westervelt be-

cause he lacks Westerve~t's "gothici sm", and the other

Bostonians have taken on a more human, less fantastic

shape. Furthermore, The Bostonians is ithout the type of

symbolism Hawthorne often employed, such as the mystic veil,
3

which Bewley regards as a "vulgar violation." Hencp James

moved his drama, both by tone and characterization, closer

to 'reality'.
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Certainly~when comparing The Spoils of Poynton and

The House of the Seven Gables, it will be seen that James

offers characters who strike one as being more thoroughly

conceived than Hawthorne's. F. O. Matthiessen writes that

in The House of the Seven Gable§, Hawthorne, in creating his

characters, could "manage no more than to give a careful

notation of their traits -- as we have just seen with Holgrave

-- instead of revealing them gradually through significant

incidents. Even in their conflicts with one another, descrip-
4

tion nearly always usurps the place of immediate action."

If Hawthorne displays a 'weakness' in his methods of char-

acterization, it is that some of his characters, Phoebe

and Holgrave for example, strike the reader as authorial

abstractions, employed more to signify a particular point

or frame of mind than to exist as well rounded characters.

James, of course, with his thorough methods of developing

both characters and their actions and his insistent argument

for as complete a representation of life as possible, avoided
5

Hawthorne's ways of building character. A character with

the complexities of Fleda Vetch ~dll not be found in any of

Hawthorne's workso T1e manner in which Hawthorne and James

create characters constitutes perhaps the greatest difference

in their artistic ~ethods. This difference is most fully

viewed in Chapter Two, where critical writings by the

authors are compared and contrasted.

However, as Matthiessen stated earlier, a feature
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that brings the later work of James closer to Hawthorne is

its abundance of symbolism. The Spoils of Poynton does not

contain the 'realistic' mode of presentation that Bewley

ascribes to The Bostonians and other works, or, at least,

James's 'realism' has been transformed to accommodate the

'point of view' technique, with its highly charged patterns

of symbols and images, that is found in the later works.

Like Lambert Strether in The Ambassadors, the action, in

The S20i1s of Poynton, is seen through the eyes and as

similated in the mind of the leading character. James's

portrayal of the workings of Fleda's mind might be termed as

realistic, but Fleda's method of thinking, like Strether's,

is partially ruled by her romantic fantasies. Thus James

avoided what he considered to be some of the pitfalls of

Hawthorne's romantic style by 'realistically' building the

character of Fleda Vetch, but at the same time, surrounding

her thought processes, in order to create psychological

veracity, with such a web of symbols and images that she

stands as a character much closer to Hawthorne's fiction

than to the purely naturalistic realism of Balzac and Zola.

The theme of dominance, the evil relationship that

develops when the strength of one individual forces another

individual into helpless submission, plays a major role in

Bewley's comparative criticism. In The Blithedale Romance,

this theme emerges in three relationships -- Westervelt and

Zenobia, Zenobia and Priscilla and Hollingsworth and Zenobia.
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Bewley states that this has been compressed by James, in The

Bostonians, to the relationship between Olive Chancellor and

Verena. Thus James, by means of clarification, has created a

fullness of development that Hawthorne fails to match.

"James' s understanding of hO~1 to relate the characters to

each other, how much substance and 'interest' to give them,

precisely how to define their respective functions, could not

be improved upon. His 'rearrangements' introduce the brightest
6

clari ty into the Blithedale shadows and confusion. tt,

To a certain degree, similar conclusions may be

drawn from a comparison of The House of the Seven Gabl~s and

The Spoils of Poynton. The, House of the Seven Gables contains

a series of relationships where one individual dominates and

at times threatens to crush another individual. Such is the

case with Jaffrey Pyncheon in regard to both Hepzibah and

Phoebe~ and although Clifford and Jaffrey do not come in

contact with one another during the time scale of the

romance, one is definitely made aware of the dangers of the

powerful preying upon the weak in relation to these two

cousins. As well, there is more than a faint hint of a

similar danger in the interactions of Holgrave and Phoebe,

even though nothing happens, and the largest example of

domination is reserved for their ancestral counterparts,

Alice and Maule. Maule, due to his knowledge of sorcery,

co~mands complete control over Alice, whose only fault,

Hawthorne informs us, was that she was "very proud."
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Maule's cruel orders, however. leave no room for pride. "Thus

all dignity of life was lost. She felt herself too much

abased, and longed to change natures with some worml" (244)*

In The Sooils of Poynton, there appears to be only one such

relationship, that between ~trs. Gereth and Fleda, which in many

ways parallels the dominating relationship between Olive and

Verena in The Bostonians.

If James, however, was deliberately "reworking"

and "clarifying" the themes of The House of the Seven Gables

in The Spoils of Poynton. one would expect some definite

similarities in characterization, similarities such as

Bewley claims to have found existing between The Bljthedale

Romance and The Bostonians. Judge Pyncheon's dominating

aDd perverse character is shaped by his desire for wealth.

Because of it,he sends Clifford to prison and threatens the

remaining Pyncheons to unearth the whereabouts of an as-

sumed hoard of treasure w His greed is traced back to

Colonel Pyncheon< In a similar manner, Mrs. Gereth

attempts to hoard the things at Poynton. Greed motivates

both characters. Furthermore, Mrs. Gereth's wish to pass

. on the spoils to Fleda is similar to Colonel Pyncheon's

attempt to create a secure and lasting abode for his des

cendants.

Phoebe and Fleda are partially comparable. Both are

* All references to The House of the Seven Gables are from
The Best Known Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, New York: Blue
Ribbon Books, 1941. Parenthetic numerals indicate page
numbers.
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'innocents' and both are threatened by those who are stronger

in will than themselves. Phoebe, however, functions only as

a contrasting point to the house and its occupants. She

appears more as a bringer of 'light' and salvation than as

a well developed character, whereas Fleda forms the centre

of consciousness. We may not regard Fleda from a one

dimensional point of view. In fact, Fleda appears just as

comparable to Jaffrey as to Phoebe. Like Jaffrey, she

blunders blindly along in her fantasizing and her hidden

desire for beauty (which in turn is reminiscent of Clifford),

leading to a form of egotistical hoarding. By the end of the

book, we see that Fleda uses Owen as Mrs. Gereth,. in the

beginning, uses Fleda. 'rhus, unlike Hawthorne, even the

innocent maidens in James's world are capable of destructive

acts, against others and themselves.

Attempts to find distinct connecting links amongst

the remaining characters in both works is even more difficult.

Clifford and Owen seem to be united by their frailties, but

Clifford's obsession for beauty represents a direct contrast

to Owen's aesthetic ignorance. Characters such as Uncle

Venner, Holgrave, Mona and Mrs. Brigstock find no trace of

parallels in the other works.

Apart from Jaffrey Pyncheon and Mrs. Gereth, the

attempt to locate clear similarities between characters is,

at best, stretched. Bewley's method of comparing themes

and characters, therefore, does not appear applicable to
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The House of the Seven Gab~ and The Spoils of Poynton.

This approach of Bewley's, moreover, to any works of James

and Hawthorne, should be regarded as somewhat suspect because

it tends to fasten James a bit too closely to Hawthorne,

threatening to make him appear as a 'translator' of Hawthorne

rather than as a creative writer in his own right.

In "The Hawthorne Aspect", T. S. Eliot suggests

that James and Hawthorne are tied together by their interest

in the "deeper psychology" -- the term is James's and is

used in reference to Hawthorne -- which Eliot interprets as

"the observati on, and the sense for si tuati on II. liThe point

is that Hawthorne was acutely sensitive to the situation;

that he did grasp character through the relation of two or

more persons to each other; and this is what no one else,
7

except James, has done." Character, therefore, is not

something static and unchangeable, rather it is revealed

and affected by the presence and actions of other char

acters. This would certainly seem to be the case in The

House of the Seven Gables where we develop a sense of char

acter by comparisons to other characters. Judge Pyncheonfs

overriding destructiveness is best seen beside the frailty

of Clifford and the defenselessness of Phoebe, Hepzibah's

mustiness is more fully viewed when she stands beside the

freshness of Phoebe, and Holgrave's icy intellectualism is

most apparent in relation to Phoebe's do~estic warmth.

Similarly, in The Spoils of Povnton much is learned of the
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personalities of Mrs. Gereth and Fleda Vetch by viewing them

in contact with each other, thus giving the reader oppor

tunity for comparisons. Fleda's elaborate methods of viewing

the actions of others and her sense of duty and honour be

come clearly focused when set in relation to Mrs. Gereth's

simplistic and almost bullheaded way of viewing her world,

and her thinly veiled greed. Furthermore, the extremely

complex material of Fleda's mind is best illustrated when

placed beside the rather dull actions of the Brigstocks.

In both The House of the Seyen Gables and Th§ Spoils of

Poynton, therefore, it appears that the personalities of

characters are revealed by contrasting them to opposing

states of mind.

It will be interesting, in this connection, to

examine two chapters, one from The Spoils of Poynton and

one from The House of the Seven Gables, to see if the works

are comparable, not so much in the particular characters or

actions displayed, but in the structural patterns and methods,

the manner in which the authors 'shape' the characters into

the scenes. In The House of the S~yen Gable§, Chapter

Eight plainly shows how character is examined through the

relation of one person to another. The chapter deals ,~th

the introductory meeting of Phoebe and Jaffrey on the

threshold of the house. The Judge's ever shifting appearance

and Phoebe's reaction to it fills the greater part of the

scene. The chapter ends when Hepzibah enters and frantically
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demands the withdrawal of Jaffrey. Despite the fact that

very little happens in this chapter, an immense amount of

knowledge is gathered by watching the response of each

character to the other. Firstly, never do the Satanic

powers of Jaffrey look qUite so pernicious as when sat in

relation to Phoebe. Furthermore, Jaffrey's bold stance on

the threshold and his strong desire to enter clearly signifies

extreme danger for the house and its occupants. Phoebe is

fooled by the Judge's false smile and swayed by his words.

Hence a severe weakness is revealed. Phoebe, with all her

freshness and innocence, is unable to defend herself against

evil. It is Hepzibah who repels Jaffrey, and thus though

Hawthorne has made us aware of her miserable and isolated

existe.nce, she has, it seems, developed the necessary

faculty to distinguish good from evil. Our knowledge of all

three characters, therefore, is enlarged, simply by ex-

posing them to a "situation .. "

In Chapter Fifteen of The Spoils of Poynton, the

manner in which characters react to one another once again

assumes primary importance. The unexpected intrusion of

r~s. Brigstock on the meeting of Owen and Fleda is the

o curence upon which the chapter revolves. The results of

t ~s situation on every character are carefully catalogued.

James relates that Mrs. Brigstock is astonished to find

Owen with Fleda but her thought processes are of the simplest

kind, and the only way one comprehends how much she perceives
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is to study the "shade of pink" on her face. Owen, for the

first and only time in the book, attempts to take charge of

the situation, desiring nothing more than the protection of

Fleda. In contrast to these two points of view, however, is

Fleda, whose subtle and sensitive thoughts and reactions

provide the centre of consciousness for this and other

chapters. Fleda is forever crediting the responses of

people to situations with the complexities that, in the

case under study, only she is capable of. When Mrs. Brig

stock enters upon the scene, Fleda sees far more in a

partially digested biscuit than the other two can possibly

see.

Mrs. Brigstock, in the doorway, stood looking from
one of the occupants of the room to the other; then
they saw her eyes attach themselves to a small object
that had lain hitherto unnoticed on the carpet. This
was the biscuit of which, on giving Owen his tea,
Fleda had taken a perfunctory nibble: she had im
mediately laid it on the table, and that subsequently,
in some precipitate movement, she should have
brushed it off was doubtless a sign of the agitation
that possessed her. For t~s. Brigstock there was
apparently more in it than met the eye. Owen at any
rate picked it up, and Fleda felt as if he were re
moving the traces of some scene that the newspapers
would have characterized as lively. (121)*

Although nothing "lively" has transpired wi thin the room,

Fleda's manner of viewing her 'role' in the novel produces

feelings of gUilt and danger. She acts like a 'mouse'

caught tin the act', and thus this scene, like a number of

others, indicates the often frantic manner in which Fleda's

* All references to The Spoils of Poynton are from the
Penguin edition of 1972. Parenthetic numerals indicate
pag e nurnb ers.
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mind works.

What stands uppermost in these two chapters, and

what appears to confirm Eliot's comments, is the way both

authors create character by contrast and comparison and by

situation. Thus the unexpected or unwanted appearance of

one character -- Jaffrey in The House of the Seven Gables

and Mrs. Brigstock in The Sooils of Poynton -- sets in motion

a type of chain reaction, where every character's response

illuminates important aspects of their personalities. Both

chapters, it will be observed, are dominated by the physical

separation between the character on the 'outside', standing

on the threshold, and the persons inside, who, for one

reason or another, feel threatened by the stare of their

unwanted guest. Thus the tension in these chapters is

emphasized by the positions of the characters. At times,

moreover, the relation and awareness of characters is

brilliantly dramatized in a single image, and the action

often becomes momentarily frozen in a pose such as the

Judge's Smile, his stand on the threshold, Fleda, in her

static, mouselike stand with her nibbled biscuit, and Mrs.

Brigstock silently peering at Owen and Fleda. In all these

actions, or more specifically, non-actions, the effect is

encapsulated within a silent and motionless pose. It is as

if the physical positions of the characters, their static,

almost sculptured poses and the manner in which they con

stantly observe each other forces us to regard them 'Visually',
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to form mental pictures of these scenes.

In relation to this aspect of James's art, J. W.

Beach, in The Method of Henry James, reaches related con

clusions. Beach relates that unlike novelists such as

George Eliot or Meredith, James conceives his subject not

as a "thesis" or a "moral" but as a "picture." "A dramatic

situation, a human relationship" forms the centre of the

story, and thus for James it is the "method of composition lt

8
and not\ideas' that stands paramount. One may, in general,

examine The Sooils of Poynton from this viewpoint. The

human relationship upon which the novel rests is the inter

actions between Fleda and Mrs. Gereth and the dramatic sit-

uation is furnished by the house and the 'battle' for its

contents. The story springs not from any abstract notion

or idea, but from what James terms as the "germ", that is

the initial, concentrated suggestion of a situation.

Beach, therefore, sees James's method as being

comparable to a painter's, where composition and relation

ships are of the greatest importance. Whether or not

similar terminology may be employed to analyse The House of

the Seven Gables needs to be discussed. The 'dramatic

situation' appears to be the confiscation of Maule's land,

his tragic execution and conjointly, the mysterious death

of Colonel Pyncheon. Of course, the importance of these

actions is in their effect upon the future generations of

Pyncheons and their house. The 'human relationship' is
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not c""nt... cd in a pril1ary pair of characters but scrutinizes

variou~ interactions Bl10ng ClifIO d, Hepzibah, Ja~freYJ

Phoebe and Hclgrave. Thus if -he House of the Sllven Gables

is to be - egarded as a cO"1Dosi ti on or painting, it seems to

lack the sharp focus OL The SDoils of Povnto~R Y~tJ as was

s en earlier. the methods of Hawthorne and Ja~es are re

~arkably si11ila1' in the way character is conveyed in a

static pose or picture. Two words that appear frequently

in Hawthorne's discussions of fiction, particularly in his

p:, efaces, are ifatmosphere lf and Ifpicturesque. II The stress

that flai'ithorne puts OD these vlor-ds leaves no doubt that

li~:e Ja:nes, ';a\'itho ne cOD3idered ideas subordL, te to the

overall composi tioD. Tn ]hp Ho }.se of t-1A S.~:V2n Gablel1, in

fact, IIawthorne seems to be deliberately creating a link

between his fiction aDd the visual arts. Holgrave is a

daguerrotypist r and the pictoral representations of Colonel

Pyncheon f Jaffrey and Clifford emerge often enough for us

to recognise their importance. In all cases, aspects of

the characters' per30naliti s are revealed only by studying

their pcrtrai ts and hence Hawthorne appears to be 'l1aking

a state~ent about the power of painting and the effectiveness

of CJ.rti ~ti c i r;W,gi nati on. Finally, it is seen t!1at Hmvthorn e,

in describing the gabled ho se, e~ploys the eye of the

3rtist -- concentrating on all ~inute particulars and

exa~ining the relatio"s:1ip )et\ll(~(c~ the house and its e!1-



and Alice's posies affect the manner in which we view the

house.
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Notes to Chapter One

I F. O. Matthiessen, American Renaissance, (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1941), p. 294.

2 Bewley speculates that James was intrigued by the
~orks of Hawthorne because both authors were working within
a tradition of recogni zable American moral concerns. ItHe
(Hawthorne) kept before the later novelist the constant re
minder that an American artist must be peculiarly concerned,
at a serious moral level, with certain national and social
problems, and this shared concern unfolded, in the writings
of both men, into still deeper problems and resemblances
that became, in their turn, the very texture and meaning
of their art. It was Hawthorne, then, who helped make James
into an American novelist, and who prevented him from be
coming a 'slightly disenchanted and casually disqualified'
cosmopolite. It In the above quotation, Bewley builds his
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American aesthetic tradition exists in the writings of
Hawthorne and James, yet he fails to specify the nature of
this tradition and where its moral concerns might be found.
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the split in American experience Tl

, as Bewley does, then a
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to the 'international theme', such as What Maisie Knew, The
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in temperment from Hawthorne. The following words, for ex
ampl~ strike an opposing chord to Hawthorne's romantic
prefaces. "The only reason for the existence of a novel is
that it does attempt to represent life. T1

liThe Art of ,Fiction,. It in Lyon N. Richardson, ed. Henr'l.
Jame~, (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1966~, p. 77.
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CHAPTER TV/O

A clearer understanding of James's and Hawthorne's

methods of composition in The Spoils of Poynton and The

House of the Seven Gables will emerge by examining a number

of their critical writings. Yet the comments and criticisms

of the authors will illustrate, perhaps more than their

fiction does, their differences of outlook, for in their

own commentaries Hawthorne views himself as a romantic and

James as a novelist. In his preface to The House of the

Seyen Gables, Hawthorne writes,

When a writer calls his work a Romance, it need
hardly be observed that he wishes to claim a certain
latitude, both as to its fashion and material, which
he would not have felt himself entitled to assume
had he professed to be writing a Novel. The latter
form of composition is presumed to aim at a very
minute fidelity, not merely to the possible, but
to the probable and ordinary course of man's ex
perience. The former -- while, as a work of art,
it must rigidly subject itself to laws, and while
it sins unpardonably so far as it may swerve aside
from the truth of the human heart -- has fairly a
right to present that truth under circumstances, to
a great extent, of the writer's own choosing or
creation. If he think fit, also, he may so manage
his atmospherical medium as to bring out or mellow
the lights and deepen and enrich the shadows of the
picture. (VII)

In his preface, Hawthorne seeks approval, or at least

tolerance, from the reader for the many 'non-realistic' aspects

within The House of the Seyen Gables. Everything in this

work, including the representation of characters, exists to

strengthen the "atmospherical medium, II the "picture"~ The

24
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chaJ.acters are not strongly developed or well rounded. They

fu~ction as allegorical figures whose emblematic states of

,'nd i~tensify the general effect or the major the~e, and

their importance, ae ording to Hawthorne's statement, should

be looked for on this l-"vel. Thus '[de should vim,) the tnelloH

light that surrounds Phoebe as the cr' cial indicato 01 her

'social! warmth, and the glaring light that accompanies
I

Jaffrey Pyncheon as the emblem of his destructive po\~ers.

Unlike Hawthorne, James did not consider that the

artist dese ved to "claim a certain latitude", if this lat-

itude violated a 'direct' representation of life. Perhaps

James's best criticis~ of the romantic form, and of Hawthorne,

who he always seemed to view as the representative romantic,

is round in his ~ritical bio~raphy, Hawthorn£. In Hawthorne

(Ia79), James looked upon T. e House of the Seven Gablas as

a Jlprologuell and a "magnificent fragment ll rather than as

a 'c ornplet e t novel: "I think thi sis partly o\',ing to the

fact that the subject, the donnij~, as the French say, of the

story, does not quite fill it out, and that we get at the

same ti~e an impression of certain co~plicated purposes on
2

th" author's part, which ueem to reach beyond ~t.1l

James's severest c~iticism, however, was reserved

fo .. ilD.wthorne's non-realistic met,',ods of shaping character

and for cr8ating all go .. i~s. :espite the orten b~illiant

touches found ill the repr .sentations of ·lepzib. h,

Clif::ord, ?~1oece and J3ffrey, ,;a"1es escriced tL·,,'"') ;:;.s
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"figures rather than characters -- they are all pictures
3

rather than persons." In all of Hawthorne's fiction, James

was distressed by the abundance of allegory, and in The

House of the Seven Gables where associations such as the

Garden of Eden imagery and comparisons between the actions

of Phoebe and those of Eve are always forcing us to consider

the story of the original sin in connection with the Pyncheons,

James's complaint deserves attention~

Hawthorne, in his metaphysical moods, is nothing if
not allegorical, and allegory, to my sense, is
quite one of the lighter exercises of the imagination.
Many excellent judges, I know, have a great stomach
for it; they delight in symbols and correspondences,
in seeing a story told as if it were another and a
very different story. I frankly confess that I have,
as a general thing, but little enjoyment of it, and
that it has never seemed to me to be, as it were, a
first-rate literary form. 4

James saw these 'weaknesses' in Hawthorne's fiction

to be not so much due to personal flaws but to the social

environment in which it was created. Thus Hawthorne's

milieu, pre-civil war America, was responsible for his

"conservatism" and his inability to perceive anything

except from the position of "an outsider, of a stranger e 'f

This latter weakness, and his failure to gain 'worldly

experience', is, accord~ng to James, most clearly evident in

Hawthorne's last works when he had travelled extensively in

England and Italyo Hawthorne's writing, like everything

else American, is termed as nprovincial", and it is this

provincialism that accounts for Hawthorne's "curious"

"mistrust of old houses, old institutions, long lines of
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descent". a mistrust which for James marred much of The House
. 5

of the Seven Gables.

What has emerged thus far, in Hawthorne's preface to

The House of the Seven Gables and James's criticism of this

work in Hawthorne, is an apparently insurmountable gulf be

tween Hawthorne the 'romanticist' and James the 'novelist'.

Judging solely from the above quotations one would be very

hard put to discover any common ground between The Spoils of

Poynton and The House of the ·Seven Gables. Hawthorne's

devices, which are aimed at creating an "atmospherical

medium", and James's methods and statements, such as, "the

air of reality (solidity of specification) seems to me to

be the supreme virtue of a novel ••• ", are irreconcilable
6

and antagonistic. As illustrated earlier, this is most

evident in the manner in which Hawthorne and James create

characters~ From the standpoint of tcomposition t , however,

one should note the affiliation between the words "atmospherical"

and "air" ...

Although these radical differences between the methods

of James and the romances of Hawthorne must never be dis-

missed, one should keep ~n mind that H§wthorn~ was published

in 1879, the year in which "Daisy Miller" appeared and two

years before the publishing of The Portrait of a Lady. These

are the early years of what has been termed as Jamesfs

middle period, and it will be recalled that Matthiessen,

among others, speculates that Hawthornets influence upon
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James is at its weakest during this period. It certainly

seems, from some of the statements in Hawthorne, that James,

at this time, is firmly in the 'camp' of writers such as

Flaubert, Turgenev and the Goncourts.

In his article, ttHenry James on Hawthorne", Peter

Btritenhuis indicates that it is a mistake to regard the

critical biography as James's definitive statement on

Hawthorne. Throughout his ca'reer, James made a number of

evaluations on the writings of Hawthorne. Not too sur

prisingly, each evaluation is, to some degree, distinctive

from the others for they are all dependant upon and shaped

by James's own development as a creative artist. Buitenhuis's

article appears to indicate that the more James aged, the

more willing he was to heap. praise upon Hawthorne's fiction,

and by chronologically compiling James's words on Hawthorne,

it is seen that by the 1890 f g James had almost completely

revamped his 1879 opinions. For instance, Hawthorneis

"provincialism", his lack of worldly experience, is no

longer looked upon as one of his greatest flaws but as one

of his, or any author's, greatest strengths.

In 1897, the year after The Spoils of PoyntoD was

published, James composed an introduction to some selections

of Hawthorne. While all of Hawthorne's works were highly

admired, it was for The House of the Seven Gables that

J ames reserved his special praise. It is "the closest

approach we are likely to have to the great work of fiction,
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so often called for, that is to do us nationally most honor

and most good •••• its charm (is) irresi~tiblep its dis-
7

tinction complete. n This is certainly a far cry from James's

criticisms expressed in Ha~thorne and with words such as

these it seems difficult not to assume that The House Qf

the Seven Gables must have been, in one form or another,

at the back of James's mind in or around the creation of

The S~oils of Povnton. For after raising Hawthorne's book

to such an exalted position, it is probable that James

could not write 'about' a house without being influenced

by the earlier, gabled house. At any rate, James's former

criticisms of Hawthorne must be, to some extent, disregarded

in lieu of his later comments.

Buitenhuis speculates that the reason for James's

re-assessment of Hawthorne is his altered point of view

towards isolation and its effect on the artist, and hence

Hawthorne's greatest advantage, according to James, was that

he was an "aesthetic solitary". Buitenhuis states,

Hawthorne therefore ceased to be, in James's eyes,
an underprivileged novelist and became a writer
with a consistent and effective point of view.
This led him to a vastly increased sense of Haw
thorne's power. 'It was a faculty,' he concluded,
that gave him much more a terrible sense of human
abysses than a desire rashly to sound them and rise
to the surface with his report.... He never inter
meddled; he was divertedly and discreetly contemp
lative, pausing oftenest wherever, amid prosaic
aspects, there seemed most of an appeal to a sense
for subtleti es. '

This statement could easily be taken for a des
cription of James's own fictional methods at the
time of writing this introduction. For he was then
engaged in those subtle analyses of some of the most
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apparently prosaic and sordid aspects of English
society: i.e., The Sooils of poyiycon j v'lhat I'·~aioie
Kne,'-}, and "In ,the Cage. 11 8

Thus ~.n 2uitenhuis's opinion j Ja~es, at this point in his

career, is join~d to Hawthorne by his desire to investigate
9

the "ter::-ible sense of human aby·sses ll • ":Ihether or not one

endorses Buitenhlis's co~ments, it is certainly easy to

apply the~ to Th, House of the Sev~n Gables and The Spoils

of Poynton since the threatening atmosphere T/<lhich surrounds

both principle houses and characterizations, such as Colonel

. ?yncheon, JafL ey and l/[rs. Gereth, appears to sho'N absorbing
10

interests in the "sordid ctspects lf of human nature.

The preface to Th~Spoil~ of Poynton indicates that

Ja~esTs pleas for a direct representation of life in art,

~l]hi c h he voi c ed so str enuously in Ha\vthorn e and "The Art of

Fiction", have given illay ·to thonghts concernins the !!germ lf •

Ja":1es defines the 0erm as lfthe stray suggestion, the \,'Iandering

word, the vague echo, at touch of which the novelist's

imagination winces as at the prick of some sharp point:

its virtue is all in its need~e-like quality, the power to
II

penetrate as finely as possilJle" ("the germ of T.le Svoj, 1. s

.9 Poynton 1t]<lS the s':' t uati on of 3 '/loth er and son cant .sti ng

the right of ownership of their family house and valuable

fuZ'niture). It is. continues Ja~es, frol1 this IIkernel"

that art ':lust ~:cow, and ot from the at temp t. to "record II

1i ... e -- "Ii... being all inc lusi 0 ar,d confusi on, and art
12

b~in., nIl disc ir:1i~ation and s~lection." ~:' s Ja'nes

turned away, in part, lrom what he considered to be the
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overly rigid confines of naturalistic realism. Adverse

statements are found about it not only in the later criticisms

but also in his later fictione For example, an extremely

severe complaint of realistic devices in art is "The Real

Thing", published in IS93 .. Obviously, James's presentation

of the germ should not be confused with the romanticism of

Hawthorne -- He always preferred the novel to the romance -

but alongside James's condemnation of superfluous realistic

methods is a flattering re-evaluation of romanticism. In

his preface to The American, James wrote,

The romantic stands •••• for the things that, \~th all
the facilities in the world, all the wealth and all
the courage and all the wit and all the adventure,
we can never directly know; the things that can
reach us only through the beautiful circuit and subter
fuge of our thought and our desire. 13

It is important to recognise that in James's later

years, a remarkable transformation has taken place in his

theories about and methods of creating fiction. Matthiessen,

it will be recalled, found in James's later fiction a

growing emphasis on complex patterns of symbolism, which

he allied to Hawthorne's methods of creating images and

symbols. Leon Edel comments on this 'shift' in regard

to James's later tales,·but, as will be seen, his words

apply to The SpOils of PQyntQU and the treatment of its

heroine as well.

The tales of the late period might, at first
glance, have been written by someone else, so great
a change has occurred. The story-teller's mood is
profoundly altered -- but not his temperament. With
middle age his tales cease to be minutely descriptive.
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The discussion of manners and the behavior of American
girls gradually disappears: the preoccupation with
problems of conduct gives way to a study of states
of feeling and of dilemmas of existence. He begins
to Drobe the 'unlived' life of his characters ••••
who'discover too late the price they have paid for
their sensitivity and their insulation against the
shock of experience. 14

There is an abundance of characters in the fiction

of Hawthorne and in the late fiction of James who attempt to

cloak themselves from the "shock of experience" and who are

either ruined or greatly changed when this 'cloak' falls~

~ the case of James's writings, however, it would be

erroneous to imply that only the later heroes suffer from

this shock of experience, for in her relation with Osmond,

Isabel Archer suffers when her illusions dissolve. But for

the later heroes and heroines it is a jolt, more pronounced

and violent than in previous cases~ Marcher in "The Beast

in the Jungle", Spencer Brydon in "The Jolly Corner tt and

Lambert Strether in The Ambassadors share this "shock" with

Reuben Bourne in "Roger Malvin's Burial" and Goodman Brown

in rrYoung Goodman Brown". In each case, J ames and Hawthorne

are exploring how unconscious motivations and fantasies

control one's sensibilities and shut off one's way of per-

ceiving the dangers of b~ing led by such faculties. As a

result, most of the above heroes become dangerously alienated

from mankind. The two works under discussion contain a

number of characters who attempt to 'insulate' themselves

against the outside world and outside influences ~nd

experiences, and who, in their morbid and suffocating
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communion with only themselves, are shaped in a manner which

makes them comparable to some of the characters mentioned

above. It will be seen that in The House of the Seven Gables,

both Hepzibah and Clifford are twisted by their exile from

mankind. Similarly, in The Sooils of Poynton, the greed of

Mrs. Gareth and the unconscious desires of Fleda Vetch be

co~e their dominant and destructive characteristics only be

cause they have set themselves, in their worship of 'beauty',

apart from the rest of humanity.

A general concern for both Hawthorne and James,

and a concern that is very apparent in The House of the Seven

Gables and The Sooils of Poynton, is to study men and women

who are isolated from mankind and who are shaped by the often

hostile forces that lie beyond contact and communion with

one's fellot'1 man" 'Referring to Bui t enhui s' s article,

this concern might help to explain the authors' concentration

on the nsordid aspects" of life. Once again, however, it

must be stressed that James is not as interested in Hawthorne's

characters as he is by his "situations" -- to use Eliot's

term-- and by the way Hawthorne makes characters respond

to situations. The study of living in isolation provides

the general situation for much of the fiction of Ha~~horne

and James. In both The House of the Seven Gables and The

Spoils of Poynton)the house and the objects within it become

the primary symbols of alienation and the devices which

make it possible to examine the unconscious motivations and
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unseen effects of living L isolation. In his preface to

Th~ Sooils of Poynton, James states,

YeSt it is a story of cabinets and chairs and tables;
they lormed the bone of contention, but what would
~erely tbeco~ef o. them, magnificentl passive,
seemed to represent a compara~ively vulgar issue.
The passions, the .!.ac' Ities, the .l.orces their
beauty would, like that of antique Helen of Troy,
set in ~otion, was what, as a painter, one had
really wanted of them, was the power in them that
one had from the first appreciated. 15

0' viously, in The House of the Seven Gables, these "forces ll

are "set in '1'1oti on" as \t;ell (moreover t \.;e re reminded

again of t.Le COT:'nentari es of Eliot and Beach. James is

ttracted to a situation !t as a painter." He, like 11ai'ithorne,

is deeply interested in the forms and relationships that

emerge as a result of a particular action).
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Notes to Chanter Tw~

I The most lucid definitions of the novel and the
romance are in Richard Chase's The American Novel and its
Tradition. Like James, Chase finds that one of the greatest
differences between the novel and the romance is in methods
of characterization. "Character (in the novel,) is more
important than action and plot, and probably the tragic or
comic actions of the narrative will have the primary purpose
of enhancing our knowledge of and feeling for an important
character, a.', gr-o~p of characters, or a way of life. It By
contrast e in the romance, "Human beings ~t¥i.ll on the whole
be shown in ideal relation -- that is, they will share
emotions only after these have become abstract or symbolic.
To be sure, characters ~ay become profoundly involved in
some way, as in Hawthorne or Melville, but it will be a
deep and narrow, an obsessive involvement ••••Being less
committed to the immediate rendition of reality than the
novel, the romance will more freely veer toward mythic,
allegorical!, and symbolistic forms." Chasets terminology
clearly illustrates a major rift between The House of the
Seven Gables and The SDoils of Poynton. The House of the
Seven Gables, with its "abstract" characters and "allegorical"
devices, is a romantic work. Conversely, almost every action
in The Sooils of Poynton emphasizes the character of Fleda
Vetch and hence from this important standpoint, the work fits
Chase's definition of the novel.
Th~ Am rica No 1 and ts Trad't'on, (Garden City, New
York: Doubleday, 195'7 , pp. 2-13.

2 Henry James" Hawthorne, (Ithaca, Ne\'l York:
Cornell University Press" 1966)" lcopyright 1879), p. 97.

3 James, Hawthorne, p. 99.

4 James, Hawthorne, pp. 49-50.

5 James, Hawthorne, p. 103.

6 HenrY,'James,- liThe Art of Fiction", in Lyon N.
Richardson, ed., Hgnry James, (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 19 6), p. 85.

7 Peter Buitenhuis, "Henry James on Hawthorne",
The New England Quarterly, 32 (1959), p. 217.

8 Buitenhuis, "Henry James on Hawthorne", p. 219.

9 In reference to James's fiction, J. W. Beach makes
a similar statement. "Mr. James makes no secret of his fond-
ness for the 'sinister' and the 'portentous' as colors in
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his picture; ••• "
The Method of Henry James, (Philadelphia: Albert Saifer,
1954), p.35.

10 James's interest in the sordidness of life is
surely illustrated in uln the Cage"j which was published
two years after The Spoils of Poynton. Here, James examines
the responses of a telegraphist to people on the other side
of the wicket, and the resemblances between this heroine and
Fleda Vetch in The SpoilS of Poynton are so close that "In
the Cage lt deserves brief mention. Paramount to the atmosphere
of ItIn the Cage lt is the way the 'walled' environment shapes·.
the telegraphist's patterns of thought, and before long it
becomes evident that she is dangerously addicted to the type
of imaginary security that the cage offers her. ItShe did
last things or pretended to do them; to be in the cage had
suddenly become her safety, and she was literally afraid of
the alternat e self who might be ,"vai ting outside. It (76)
(All references to ItIn the Cage n are from In the Cage and
Other Stories, (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin, 1972),
[copyright 1898J ~ Parenthetic numerals indicate page
numbers.) Obviously. Fleda's relationship to Poynton
and its furniture is comparable. She 'wraps' herself
around Poynton and her often fantastic imaginings are
formed by her vision of the house.

Not surprisingly, the actions and fantasies of
both heroines are portrayed in similar terms. Like Fleda,
the young and i,n exp eri enc ed tel egraphi st looks upon her
activities and her imagined function within them as a
"fascinating torment lt (13), she decides to Itsacrifice lf all
"for lovell (43) and she is attracted to the gentleman who
appears often on the other side of the wicket, as Fleda
is attracted to Owen, because he appears Itsplendidly
helpless lt (83). Furthermore

i
the telegraphist's friendship

with Mrs. Jordan is comparab e to the relationship between
r~s. Gereth and Fleda. Both Mrs. Gereth and Mrs. Jordan
are older more experienced women who threaten to corrupt
their young, innocent companions.

In the preface to ItIn the Cage lt our attention is
drawn to another parallel. James discusses the dangers of
the "acut er vi sion It, the "large intellectual appeti t elf,
which is precisely the danger surrounding the fantasies and
conjectures of Fleda Vetch. In reference to the tele
graphi st, J ames condemns Itthe vice of reading rank subtle
ties into simple souls." In The Spoils of Poynton, Fleda
is 'gUilty' of the same crime, attributing thoughts and
actions to Owen and the Brigstocks that are simply beyond
their reach.
The Art of the Novel, (New York: Scribner's, 1934), p. 155.

II Henry James, The Art of the Novel, (New York:
Scribner's, 1934), p. 119.



12 James, The Art of the Novel, p. 120.

13 James, The Art of the Novel, pp. 31-32.

15 James, The Art of the Novel, p. 127.
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CHAPTER THREE

Thus, it has been seen how ~awthornBfs ~oma~tic

~ethods and Jamests pr~ference for the ncvel for~ account for

a number of differences in the way the authors shape plot and

character. Furthermore, as the following pages will indicate,

the function of the house differs in both works. Page after

page of The ~louse a th2 S.Qven G:tbl..e..§ is concerned l,,<Jith

observing the house and recording how it reflects and reacts

to certain actions. ConverselY9 descriptive passages con

cernin any house in Th, Sooils of Povnton are rare. Unlike

iiawthorne f James disr gards allegory for the study of char·-

acter. The Spoils OJ .?ov·,:1to is no~ tabm.n:,t a house but

about a girl affected by a house.

Apart fro~ this discrepancy, however, the way James

and Hawthorne e~ploy the house provides the greatest con

necting link between The Sooils of Poynton and The House of

the Sev~n Gables. Both authors consi stently use the house

as an illumination and extension of their owners' person

alities. We learn of crucial characteristics of Jaffrey,

HepZibah, :rrs. Brigstock and .:irs. Gereth through their

homes. ,James and Hawthorne, ~oreover I e:nploy the house

as the shaping and controlling force of character. Hepzibah,

in her isolation, is moulded by th age-ri den and gloomy

co ridors of her house, and Poynton and its furniture

perVi-:;rt and bli:-ld the uctions of l'leda and ~,:rs. G xeth.

38
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Along the same lines, it \rlll be seen that in both works the

house emerges as a symbol of pride.

In The Sooi1s of Poynton and The House of the Sev~n

Gables, the house sets in motion a rich "situation lf in \~hich

relationships between characters and their environment or

between one character and another are carefully examined.

Very complex mazes of interconnected symbols and images

revolve, in one form or another, around the houses. For

these reasons, the house must be regarded as the 'centre'

for both works. Thus what would in many novels or romances

be merely the 'setting' is in these works of the utmost

importance.. Hawthorne and J ames vi ew their fiction as

'compositions' where every aspect must be related to the

entire picture. It will be recalled from page three that,

in A Portrait of a Lady, Madame Merle stated that only by

studying the "cluster of appurtenances" would the human

character be revealed. It is from this point of view that

Hawthorne and James create their art. Similarities in

theme and character do exist between The House of the Seven

Gables and The Spoils of Poynton but by far the greatest

bond is in the methods of composition, the way both authors

create by situation and relation through the focussing

device of the house.

In the first paragraph of The House of the Sey~n

Gables? Hawthorne is careful to draw our attention to the

primary subject for his romance.
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Half-way down a by-street of one of our New England
towns stands a rusty wooden house, with seven
acuteiy-peaked gables, facing towards various points
of the compass, and a huge, clustered chimney in
the ~~dst. The street is Pyncheon-street; the house
is the old Pyncheon-house; and an elm-tree, of wide
circumference, rooted before the door, is familiar
to every town born child by the title of the Pyncheon
elm (125).

The house, as the narrator is qUick to point out in the second

paragraph, affects him as a "human countenance". Related

images are found throughout the book. At times, breezes

travelling along the corridors make the house appear as if

it is "breathing", and the many generations who have lived

and died in the house seem to have given it the appearance

of life. "So much had been suffered, and something, too,

enjoyed, that the timbers were oozy, as with the moisture

of a heart. It was itself like a great human heart, with a

life of its own, and full of ric'h and sombre reminiscences."

(138). It is almost as if Hawthorne wishes us to regard the

house as the major 'character'. ~arly in the book, therefore,

the affinity between setting and character is stressed Q , ~ The

rendering of its 'life story', from its first days down through

the generations, until Hepzibah and the others abandon it,

helps to create the sensation that the house has a distinct

and important existence.

The appearance of the house is carefully catalogued.

In the opening chapters, two characteristics of the house

stand out, its size and its age. The former factor is most

apparent when the house is newly built. When the construction
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of the house is completed, the townspeople, uas they approach

ed, looked upward at the imposing edifice, which was hence

forth to assume its rank among the habitations of mankind n

(128). In height and shape, the mansion is comparable to a

highly ornate house of worship, a gothic cathedral. The

arched doorway is ualmost the breadth of a church-door",

the exterior plaster, "composed of lime, pebbles, and bits

of glass ll , and the diamond shaped windot'1 panes glitter in a

way that is perhaps similar to stained glass in churches,

and finally, "on every side, the seven gables pointed

sharply towards the sky, and presented the aspect of a whole

sister-hood of edifices, breathing through the spiracles of

one great chimney " (129). Iron rods are affixed to each of

the uacutely peaked" gables, adding the finishing touches to

the massive and extremely angular demeanor of the house.

The cathedral-like aspects of the house give it a

slightly twisted and sinister appearance. This is amplified

by the description of the exterior of the mansion, which seems

to be over-adorned,. as "figures, conceived in the grotesque

ness of a gothi c fancy" and "carved glob es of \'lood It are

abundantly fastened to the walls and eaves(I28-I29). The

inordinately opulent veneer of the house reflects upon its

owner,. the Puritan magnate, Colonel Pyncheon,. who acquired

the land upon which the house rests by murdering the right

ful owner of the property. Hence the 'glittering' house,

Hawthorne informs us, is built not upon modesty,. but upon
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evil and egotistical pride (128).

The second major characteristic, the house's age,

is in full evidence in the second chapter, where one hundred

and sixty years have passed since the death of Colonel

Pyncheon. Colonel Pyncheon's prideful attempt to construct

an almost indestruct ble home for the well-being of his

future offspring seems to have been mocked by time. The

former glitter and magnificence of the house have given way

to "crumbling plaster lf (138) and an overall darkness and

dreariness. The present mistress of the house, Hepzibah,

seems, by means of her age and musty appearance, to be an

appropriate owner of the dismal chambers of the house.

Thus, like the description of Colonel Pyncheon, we see some

of Hepzibah's characteristics reflected in the house.

Throughout the greater part of the second chapter,

Hawthorne's portrayal of Hepzibah's activities is exceed

ingly satirical.

It still lacked half an hour of sunrise, when Miss
Hepzibah Pyncheon -- we will not say awoke; ••••
but, at all events, arose from her solitary pillow,
and began what it would be mockery to term the
adornment of her person. Far from us be the
indecorum of assisting, even in imagination, at
a maiden lady's toilet: (139-140)

At times, moreover, Hawthorne's satirical treatment of the

old maid seems almost unkind. "No; she never had a lover

poor thing, how could she? -- nor ever knew, by her own

experi ence, \'1hat love technically means" (141). Perhaps

the reason for such commentary is that Hepzibah, like her
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ancestor, presents to the world nan image of family pride".

As a "patrician ladyfl, "with her antique portraits, pedigrees,

coats of arms, records and traditions, and her claim, as

joint heiress, to that princely territory to the eastward"

(145), she scornfully considers herself superior to the

plebeian members of society. Such an attitude was first

expressed by the Colonel, who robbed the non-titled rJIatthew

Maule of his property and eventually employed his judicial

position to murder him. Clearly, the rot and decay that has

infested the house is indicative of the fact that it was

built by the sinful greed of the Pyncheons, and symbolizes

the destructive pride that has continued down the ancestral

line to Hepzibah.

Like the inbred hens in the garden, Hepzibah is a

laughingly absurd example of family pride and tradition.

Hence when the "rusty-jointed", aristocratic spinster

prepares for the humiliation of standing behind the counter

of a cent shop, it is with satire that Hawthorne reduces the

ancestral line of the Pyncheons. The "family pride" of the

Pyncheons terminates with this pathetic but humourous act for

it will draw Hepzibah and her remaining kindred into contact

with humanity, and consequently, will lift the veil of

aristocratic aloofness from the house of the seven gables.

From the beginning of his romance, Hawthorne explores

various problems surrounding the concepts of thorne', that is

how one lives wi thin 'tthe great er stream of humanity. n The
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concept of 'home' is central to many of Hawthorne's writings.

In "The Custom House", Hawthorne nostalgically recalls his

life at the Old Manse and in his preface to The Blithedale

Romanc e, he dNells on hi s "old and affecti onat ely remem

bered home at Brook Farm". Against these fond references

to home-life, however, there are many instances in Hawthorne's

fiction where living within the confines of a house is

viewed as extremely difficult. Coverdale, the narrator in

The Blithedale Romance, lends support to the communal

household but finds it impossible to wholeheartedly join

its ranks. Almost opposed to his wishes, there is something

in his nature which prohibits him from close contact with his

fellow man. He remains an outsider, voyeuristically peering

down upon the activities of his companions from his perch

in a tree, or from the window of his temporary quarters

in the city. Similarly, a number of Hawthornian heroes

leave, or are unconsciously forced away from, the safety

and comfort of home and fandly, only to find catastrophe

in the wilderness. Young Goodman Brown, in the tale by

that name, and Reuben Bourne, in URoger Malvin's Burial",

are examples.

In the above tales, home seems to represent pro

tection and communion with one's fellow man. 'Curiosity'

is portrayed as one of the forces that drives Hawthorne's

characters away from home. Because of his fascination for

witchcraft, Young Goodman Brown deserts the hearth of his
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wife, Faith, Ethan Brand's endless search for the Unpardonable

Sin has severed his bond with humanity, and Owen Warland,

the arti st figure in "The Arti st of the Beautiful tI, is forced

to reject the comforts of wife and home for his isolated

artistic endeavors. Once the Hawthornian hero, artist or

otherwise, begins to grow curious about his world, it seems

that he must sacrifice home and humanity to a solitary and

often miserable existence~ In this light, the Unpardonable

Sin is simply the desire to discover the Unpardonable Sin&

It is almost as if Hawthorne regards knowledge as a sin,

and a dilemma in Hawthorne's ambiguous concept of home is

that those characters who desert their fellow man, through

their desire to discover 'truth' about themselves or their

world, are often much more interesting and deserving of our

sympathy than those sometimes thoughtless persons who rep-

resent society. As an artist, this was a personal problem

for Hawthorne. He recognised the need for the artist, or

for any creative person, to be alone and apart from mankind,

but at the same time he feared the self-destructive effects
I

of isolation and obsession with one's solitary efforts.

Hawthorne's major criticism of the house of the

seven gables, as seen in the portrayal of Hepzibah in

Chapter Two~ is that it offers no homely warmth or friend

liness. Until the opening of the cent shop, it is obvious

that its doors have been shut to any sort of commerce with

society for many years and thus, in a sense, both Hepzibah

and her house are affected by the same ruinous sin of
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isolation that is associated with the characters above.

Hence pride, like curiosity, creates a dangerous rift

between the individual and mankind. Far from creating a

link for its occupants with society, the seven gabled

house has produced only separation. Hawthorne's description

of the features of the cathedral-like mansion indicates

that~from its beginning, the house is physically designed
..r

to divide its owners from the townspeople. On the day,

one hundred and sixty years ago, when the tradesmen and

aristocrats alike viewed the house. we are informed that

beyond the arched entrance "stood two servingmen, pointing

some of the guests to the neighborhood of the kitchen,

and ushering others into the statli er rooms, •••• " (129).,

The house has such an imposing appearance as to make the

less fortunate members of society "awe-stricken" and res

pectful of their social superiors.

As we have seen, Colonel Pyncheon's aristocratic

manners and opinions have, through the aged atmosphere of

the house r filtered down to Hepzibah. Yet where her

attitudes and pretensions are a source for humour and

satire, the Colon:el' s belligerence and determination,

combined with his very influential position within society,

inform us' that he must be vi ewed from a different position.

'Where Hepzibah '',Vi thdraws from mankind, Colonel Pync heon

becomes one of its masters. Wielding the almost blind

power that comes from being a leader of society, Colonel
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Pyncheon builds his house on the ground that recently

supported Maule's thatched hut, and the massiveness of the

mansion epi torri zes the ruthless pO\'ler of the Colonel as

perhaps the fragile hut illustrates Maule's defencelessness.

Edgar A. Dryden, in his article "Hawthorne's Castle
.'in the Air: Form and Theme in The House of the Seven Gables",

speculates that Maule's hut, divorced from mankind, exemplifies

"the solitary pioneer". Colonel Pyncheon, on the other

hand, represents society, and the destructive manner in

which society threatens those who attempt to stand away

from it. nSociety itself is what truly threatens the

pioneering spirit, for it destroys individualism by turning

it into the demonic. Matthew Maule was accused of and

executed for witchcraft and that circumstance became the

justification for society's appropriating and re-consecrating
2

the space he had carved from the \<lilderness. It What might

be somewhat erroneous in this statement is the representation

of Colonel Pyncheon as 'society'. Like Endicott, in

"Endicott and the Red Cross", Colonel Pyncheon is looked

upon as a leader, the man who upholds the unswerving morality

of Puritanism. In his own way the Colonel is as withdrawn

from society as is Hepzibah. He is a manipulator of society,

separated from it by the almost impenetrable walls of his

stately mansion.

If Colonel Pyncheon represents any aspect of

'society', it is the idealistic blindness of Puritanism,
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the obsessive intolerance for any way of life that does not

fit into his very narrow social code~ Such blindness is

attributed to Endicott as well, and although his primary

characteristic is his courageousness, we are made aware that

such a.n individual could unthinkingly lead his community

to ruin~ It is this cramped idealism that is responsible

for the perverted abuses of this trPuritan soldier and magis

trate" (127). It has made him purely evil, bent on obli ter

ating anything that stands in his way. So twisted is his

outlook, that he is unaware of the crimes he has committed.

Endowed with common sense, as massive and hard as
blocks of granite, fastened together by stern
rigidity of purpose, as with iron clamps, he
followed out his original design, probably without
so much as imagining an objection to it • ••••
He, therefore, dug his cellar, and laid the deep
foundations of his mansion, on the square of earth
whence Matthew Maule, forty years before, had
first swept away the fallen leaves (I27).

Colonel Pyncheon's crime seems to permanently stain

the atmosphere of the house and the actions of its future

residents. All, however, is not decay and darkness. Two

events transform the house into a home of some comfort,

and eventually lead to the expulsion of the stain. Firstly,

as has been seen, Hepzibah's opening of the cent shop puts

an end to her aristocratic pride. She must work in order to

support her childlike brother, who has recently returned

from prison. Her pride, therefore, falls to her compassion,

and her solitary ways are terminated by her love for Clifford.

Thus when the first customer, a young boy with a voracious
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appetite, gives Hepzibah the first coin, ~ new era is ushered

in.

The structure of the ancient aristocracy had been
demolished by him, even as if his childish grip had
torn down the seven-gabled mansion! Now let Hepzibah
turn the old Pyncheon portraits with their faces to
the wall, and take the map of her eastern territory
to kindle the kitchen fire, and blow up the flame with
the empty breath of her ancestral traditions (I52)t

The second event is the arrival of Phoebe. From the

beginning, Phoebe, as her name implies, brings sunlight to

the dismal old house. Her presence, like that of Colonel

Pyncheon and Hepzibah, seems to affect the appearance of

the house. In her chamber, a room that Hawthorne points

out is burdened by a number of past births and deaths,

'"Phoebe" s instinctive ga:l. ety easily drives away the ghosts

during her first night in the house. "Her dreams of the

past night, being such cheerful ones, had exorcised the

gloom, and now haunted the chamber in its stead II (165).

At times, moreover, Phoebe?s beneficial presence seems to

transform the atmosphere of the entire mansion.

The grime and sordidness of the House of the Seven
Gables seemed to have vanished, since her appearance
there; the gnawing tooth of the dry-rot was stayed,
among the old timbers of its skeleton frame; the
dust had ceased to settle down so densely, from
the antique ceilings, upon the floors and furniture
of the rooms below; -- or, at any rate, there was
a little wife, as light-footed as the breeze that
sweeps a garden walk, gliding hither and thither,
to brush it all away (201,).

When Phoebe's first day at the house is compared to Fleda

Vetch's introduction to Poynton both differences and

similarities are revealed. Hawthorne, directly focussing
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on the house, describes Phoebe's effect on it. James,

always keeping character uppermost, describes Poynton's

effect on Fleda. In the former work,therefore.character
oJ J

is related to the house, while in The Spoils of Poynton,

James has reversed this process, relating the mansion to

the character. In both books, however, the authors are

quick to construct a strong bond between their houses and

heroines. Neither character nor house may be suitably ex

amined without taking into account this relationship.

Furthermore, what strikes Fleda most in ~trs. Gereth's

decoration of Poynton is "the high pride of her friend's

taste, a fine arrogance, • • • • ( 19) •

Phoebe, therefore, is a "puri,fying influen~e" for

both the house and its dismal occupants. Her specific role

is most clearly defined when Clifford, who often seems as

vague and apart as the supposed ghosts who wander the

house's corridors, grasps Phoebe's hand, and we notice in

the contrast between these two persons, Phoebe's most

important function. "Holding her hand, you felt something;

a tender something; a substance, and a warm one: and so

long as you should feel its grasp, soft as it was, you

might be certain that your place was good in the whole

sympathetic chain of human nature. The world was no longer

a delusion ll (204). Phoebe signifies companionship and

communion and it is these qualities which form a direct

contrast to the hermetic existences of Hepzibah and Clifford.
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What is clearly lacking in Hepzibah's nature, and, until

the arrival of Phoebe, reflected in her isolated habitation,
3

is this "sympathetic chain of human nature". Thus the concept

of 'home', as seen in the opposition between isolation and

communion, is re-asserted as a major concern in The House of

the Seven Gables.

Such a nature, however, is not totally advantageous,

and by bringing Phoebe into contact with the other major

characters, Hawthorne illustrates her 'blind spots'. In

conversation with Hepzibah at one point and Holgrave at

another, we learn that Phoebe is too willing to obey and

conform to all social forms and too reluctant to question

any premise or idea that lies apart from her often narrow

domestic sphere. It is as if she relies too much upon her

heart and not enough upon her intellectual faculties. This

weakness is brought out in the brilliant scene where Phoebe

meets Jaffrey Pyncheon on the porch. Although her intuitions

warn her of danger, she is easily fooled by the Judge's

false smile and words. She belongs, writes Hawthorne, to

that "trim, orderly, and limit-loving class" that is in

clined to believe that "judges, clergymen, and other char-

acters of that eminent stamp and respectability" are in

capable of errors or criminal acts. It is this rather
"

naive side of Phoebe, and non-analytic people like her,

that Hawthorne condemns and views as potentially dangerous.

Such was the ease in the introductory chapter, when Colonel
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Pyncheon manipulated the populace, who were all too reany

to endorse authority by sentencing Maule to death. Sim

ilarly, Phoebe is willing to accept her evil cousin and be

swayed by his lies. It is as if she is incapable of either

recognising or dealing with eVil, and surely she would have

helplessly fallen prey to Jaffrey if not for the stubborn

pleas of Hepzibah.

In practically all respects, Jaffrey resembles his

long dead ancestor, Colonel Pyncheon. Jaffrey's crime

against Clifford, getting him convicted for an act of which

he is innocent, is obviously reminiscent of the Colonel's

treatment of Maule. In both cases, the Pyncheons have

abused their positions of respectability in attempts to

gain material wealth, and, in both cases, their victims are

absolutely powerless to prevent their own destruction~

'Clifford is protected not by Phoebe, who is herself helpless

against Jaffrey, but by Hepzibah. Hepzibah, of course, has

been aware of the true character of Jaffrey since their

childhoods, but her solitary ways seem to give,her the

ability to distinguish good from evil, an ability that

appears to be absent in Phoebe's character. This is il

lustrated when Phoebe and Hepzibah discuss Holgrave. Hol

grave's opinions distress Phoebe, leading her to consider

that her association with him might lead to some form of

adversity. Hepzibah, on the other hand, easily perceives

that behind Holgraveis perhaps too liberal views is a good
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and trustworthy person. Thus Hawthorne seems to imply that

those who live in i solation, apart from the "sympathetic

chain", comprehend human nature more perceptively. Such is

the case with the 'outsider' figures mentioned on pages

forty-four and forty-five, who are often able to discern

the 'truth' about mankind, but only by severing their ties

with humanity. Ethan Brand is a perfect example, and it is

interesting to note that Hawthorne employs words similar to

those emphasized in The House of the Seven Gables to depict

his regrettable separation. "He had lost his hold of the

magnetic chain of humanity. He was no longer a brother man,

opening the chambers or the dungeons of our common nature

by the key of holy sympathy, which give him a right to share

in all its secrets; he was now a cold observer, looking on

mankind as the subject of his experiment, and, at length,

converting man and woman to be his puppets, and pulling

the wires that moved them to such degrees of crime as were
4

demanded for his study"., I

What is striking in Hawthorne's opening description

of Jaffrey Pyncheon, is his appearance of respectability and

opulence. "One perceiv.ed him to be a personage of mark,

influence, and authority; and, especially, you could feel

just as certain that he was opulent as if he had exhibited

his bank account, or as if you had seen him touching the

twigs of the Pyncheon-elm, and 1~das-like, transmuting

them to gold" (155). From the "wide and rich graVity" of
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his apparel to the glitter of his "gold-bowed spectacles"

and gold-headed cane, one is reminded of the newly bUilt,

skilfully dressed house of the seven gables. Like the houses

Judge Pyncheon is adorned to impress society, to make mankind

regard him with awee Furthermore, the recently constructed

house, as a symbol of its master's authority and position

in the world, helped to conceal the Colonel's crime. In

other words, the glitter of the house glossed over hidden

sins. The Judge's mode of dress and his deceptive smile

act in a comparable manner, cloaking his obsessive and

dangerous designs and disguising his evil monomania.

Like Colonel Pyncheon and his house and Hepzibah

and her house, the description of Jaffrey's mansion gives us

insight into his character. It is a "tall and stately

edifice tt , floored with "mosaic-work of costly marbles",

with plate-glass, gilded cornices, gorgeously painted

ceilings and a ttlofty domett~ Obviously, there are parallels

between this home and the house of the seven gables of one

hundred and sixty years ago. The houses reflect that for

both Jaffrey and his long dead ancestor, "forms are of

paramount importance" (255). Employing these forms, both

men manipulate and prey upon mankind.

Thus far each character examined has represented a

distinct way of living, of creating a home in relation to

the "chain of humanity"~ The gabled house, of course,. is

the device used to define each character's stand. Hepzibah
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and Phoebe embrace the contrasting forms of a solitary and

a 'social' existence. Jaffrey, on the other hand, lives in

society by ruling over it. Like Colonel Pyncheon, his life

is governed by "the big, heavy solid unrealities, such as

gold, landed estate, offices of trust and e-olument and

public honors." Hence he offers a direct contrast to another

major character, Clifford. Like the comparisons between

Phoebe and Hepzibah, the comparative descriptions of Jaffrey

and Clifford are couched in opposites. Jaffrey represents

strength and massiveness, Clifford is associated with weak

ness and delicacYD Hence Jaffrey Pyncheon, like Phoebe,

is described in terms of "substance". There is, however,

a crucial difference. The image of sunlight is often

utilized to signify the domestic virtues of Phoebe, as her

force quietly contradicts the dark gloom of Hepzibah's

solitary frame of mind. Similarly, Hawthorne writes that

the Judgefs smile could almost instantly change from acrid

and disagreeable to "the sunniest complacency and ben

evolence" (156), but in his encounter with Phoebe, we see

that his expression produces too much sunshine (198). Like

the shine on his boots, Hawthorne states, Jaffrey's smiles

must have cost him Ita good deal of hard labour to bring them

out and preserve them. If Therefore the light images sur

rounding Jaffrey are glaring, lacking in any warmth, as is

his manner of socializing, which is deliberately manufactured

to promote his egotistical endeavors~ I Clifford's faded
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attire and unkempt appearance indicate his similarity to

Hepzibah, for both have been ruined by years of isolated

liring. His long and lonesome years in prison have given him

Iittle in life to grasp. "Continually, as we may express it,

he faded away out of his place; or, in other words, his mind

and consciousness took their departure, leaving his wasted,

gray and melancholy figure, -- a substantial emptiness, a

material ghost, -- to occupy his seat at table ll (183). No

description could contrast more with that of Jaffrey Pyncheon,

whose concern with the llsolid unreali ti es lf gives him a

weighty and worldly appearance.

Clifford's relation to the house and to the concept

of 'home' is more difficult to define than those of the

other major characters. Years of confinement in prison

have made Clifford seem like a very young child, always in

need of protection. His over-sensitivity and adoration for

beauty further weakens his character, making him unable to

perceive anything but appearances. Thus he rejects Hep

zibah's loving attempts to care for him because of her

physical demeanor. iThe worship of beauty and excessive

sensitivity are primary. characteristics of Fleda Vetch in

The Soails of Poynton. As will be seen, Fleda, like Clifford,

experiences great difficulties with appearances~' Clifford's

helplessness and fragility is best summed up by Hepzibah

when she considers the possible result of a meeting between

Clifford and his predatory COUSin, Jaffrey. "It would be
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like flinging a porcelain vase, v~th already a crack in it,

against a granite column If (262). Clifford's obsessi on for

the beautiful makes the house of the seven gables, with its

darkness and decay, an abhorrent place for him. Hepzibah,

on the other hand, gains comfort from her solitary confine

ment, because the house is swamped with symbols and images

of her aristocratic lineage, and before the opening of the

cent shop and the arrival of Phoebe, we see her living

almost exclusively in the unhealthy atmosphere of the past.

Clifford's long years of dismal imprisonment

aggravate his obsession for beholding beauty

which probably

have

obliterated his past. As Hawthorne states, he lives in the

"impalpable Now", and as such hi s function is to represent

the dangers of life without a past, and offers yet another

contrast to Hepzibah's way of life.

The past and its relationship to the concept of

'home' is one of the crucial themes in The House of the

Seven Gables. Holgrave, the final major character to be

discussed, is intrigued by the way time shapes houses and

the famili es who inhabit· .them. In an argument with Phoebe,

whose domesticity makes her reject all motions which go

against accepted ideas of home and family, Holgrave states,

To plant a fami ly! Thi s idea is at the bottom
of most of the wrong and mischief which men do.
The truth is, that! once in every half century,
at longest, a fami y should be merged into the
great obscure mass of humanity, and forget all
about its ancestors (229).

According to Holgrave, it is this enactment of the 'idea'
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seven gables from mankind (fhe gabled house, therefore,

provides a contrast to the houses in Hawthorne's fiction

that are not spoiled by time and that represent warmth and

social companionship )~ Holgrave, in part, echoes the

senti~ents of Hawthorne. On the opening page of The House

of the Seven Gables, Hawthorne \'1ri tes, Itthat the act of the

passing generation is the germ which may and must produce

good or evil fruit, in a far distant time; that, together

with the seed of the merely temporary crop, which mortals

term expediency, they inevitably sow the acorns of a more

enduring growth, which may darkly overshadow their posteritylt
5

Thus the words of Hawthorne, either in the nar-

rative voice or through Holgrave, compose the 'moral' for

the romance, pointing to the author's absolute distrust of

family homes and lineages. Obviously, the twisted aims of

Judge Pyncheon, the absurd appearance and actions of Hepzibah

and the hens in the garden, and most importantly, the

appearance of the house itself, all bear testimony to
6

Hawthorne's introductory warning.

To divorce oneself from the past, however, can

mean danger. Clifford, as stated earlier, prOVides the

sternest example of a person who has no connection with his

ancestral past. As well, when Phoebe and Holgrave are

alone together, we learn by comparing their opposite natures,

that Holgravefs reluctance to see any benefit from the past
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has affected him adversely, and at one point he is portrayed

in terms that remind us of Coverdale or Ethan Brand. tlHe

was too calm and cool an observer, Phoebe felt his eye,

often; his heart, seldom, or never lt (225). Holgrave's cold

intellectual nature clashes with the ~ntuitive sympathy of

Phoebe, and because of his reformist zeal and aversion to

the idea of family homes, Holgrave is every bit as isolated

and alone as Hepzibah, who is imprisoned by relics from her

ancestral past.

Thus in each major character, Hawthorne appears to

be installing a separate means of regarding life within the

"sympathetic chain of human nature", and by bringing each

character into a series of encounters with the others,

opposite characteristics are defined and the effect that each

contrasting state of mind has on the other is illustrated.

When the romance is examined, chapter by chapter, it is

seen that there is an unusually large number of these

encounters, and sometimes Hawthorne employs the space of

an entire chapter to catalogue the results. Such is the

case when Phoebe meets the Judge, and later when she en

co~~ters Holgrave. The initial encounters between Phoebe

and Clifford and Hepzibah and Jaffrey are not dealt with

quite as extensively, but they are nevertheless very important

in determining different frames of mind. Hawthorne, in

fact, 'builds' characters by repeatedly exposing them to

other characters, allowing us to observe the clash between
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opposi tes (so successful is Hawthorne in portraying character

by these ~ethods that 0e only has to hint at a possible

meeti. ng '0 et\<.Jeen J affray and Clifford in order to kind le in

OUk "ninds the fearful results). Hence, as T. S. Eliot has

stated, character is seen in fIr-elation" to other characters.

It is not unfair to say that the house itself is

similarly exa~~ned. It, too, is compared and contrasted

both to different characters and their actions and to the

i~mediate environment (this method of analysis is necessary

for it will be remembered that Hawthorne has made the house

more than just a 'setting' by applying extensive human

characteristics to it). The central position in the romance

is filled by the house, not by the characters or rather j

it is the centre about which the actions of the characters

and th eir stat es of mind are seen to rotat e -- and as

Hyatt Waggoner states, in Hawthorn.: A Critical Study, the

entire structure of the work illustrates this point:

A careful reading of the story \<Jill disclose no
significant feature of structure or texture, image
or concept, that is not associated in some way with
the suggestions contained in the house and the elm •
. ••• The house is both setting and symbol: it is

.the antaf,onist in a drama of good and evil". 7

The house, Waggoner states, is represented by images

of cu.ves and angles, c aated primarily by the "seven acutely

pe2ked gables. lI :·Toreover, in the portray~l of depzibah, the

owner of ~he house, rla\'ithorne e~phasizes £ler angulal i ty.
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"Forth she steps into the dusky, time-darkened passage; a

tall figure, clad in black silk, with a long and shrunken

waist, feeling her way towards the stairs like a near-sighted

person, as in truth she is" (141). Once again, therefore,

character and setting are closely tied together. In contrast

to the gabled house and Hepzibah is the elm tree, which is of

wide circumference and towers above the house. It is the

cyclical shape of the elm that signifies its opposition to

the angular house, and Hawthorne is quick to point out what

each shape means. The tree, Hawthorne writes, "gave

beauty to the old edifice, and seemed to make it a part of

nature" (I38). In The House of the Seven Gables, the circle

image represents nature and its rejuvenative qualities, and

it is no accident that Phoebe, from the ringlets in her

hair to her anything but angular figure, is associated not

only with light, but with the circle. When Phoebe stands, for

the first time, on the threshold of the house, Hawthorne

compares the 'circle' to the 'angle'. "The sordid and ugly

luxuriance of gigantic weeds that grew in the angle of the

house, and the heavy projection that overshadowed her, and

the time-worn frame-work of the door, -- none of these things

belonged to her sphere" (162). The elm tree, despite its

great age, is green and healthy. Phoebe, despite being the

latest offspring of what appears to be the knarled and

decaying Pyncheon family tree, is pictured in 'full bloom.'

Obviously, the circle is meant to underline the redemptive
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capabilities of nature and life, and as such it represents a

concept of time which stands in opposition to the manner in

which time is portrayed in the angular house. The images

surrounding the gables e~phasize the idea of time as a linear

force. From its construction, we have observed the house in

a state of constant decay. The house, like its present

owner, represents time as destruction.

The house, however, exhibits circular images as

well, such as the sun dial, the arched entrance and the

arched window above it. It is the circle, especially the

arched window, that becomes more strongly emphasized in the

later chapters, when Phoebe's influence upon the house and

its occupants becomes more pronounced. Significantly,

Clifford, who has rejected Hepzibah for Phoebe, spends a

great deal of his time in front of the arched window. When,

in the chapter entitled "The Arched Window", Clifford'

attempts to hurl himself into the political procession

passing beneath his window, we may see him in effect

attempting to re-enter the "surging stream of human sym

pathies" (218), the rejuvenative force which, as has been

earlier discussed, Phoebe represents. For Clifford, Phoebe

stands for reconciliation with his fellow man and as the

means of escape from the pressing decay of the house, from

linear time. Hence Hawthorne relates that the reason for

his thwarted action was that "He needed a shock; or perhaps

he reqUired to take a deep, deep plunge into the oc ean of
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human life, and to sink down and be covered by its profound

ness, and then to emerge, sobered, invigorated, restored to

the vlorld and to himself" (218-219). This is obviously

the rejuvenation which the circle, through the forces of

nature, depicts.

It is evident that Clifford's attempts at some form

of regeneration will not succeed unless a great act trans

pires. This seems to be the case when Jaffrey is discovered

to be dead, and Clifford and Hepzibah flee from the house.

It is hinted, however, that their escape is doomed to failure

because they have "passed from the wide shelter of the

Pyncheon- elm" (269), and thus Clifford and Hepzibah run not

only from linear decay but also leave behind the 'circle',

that is the redemptive qualities of 'natural' time. This

chapter, lfThe Flight of the T\'Jo Owlslf, is the only chapter

in which the action takes place neither in the house nor

its immediate vicinity, and yet there is a crucial comparison

between the house and the train, and the related concepts

of 'hornet and man within isolation and time once again

emerge as important consi~erations. The train is set in

direct opposition to the house, and through its rapid

movement, another 'type' of time is introduced. "The

spires of meeting-houses seemed set adrift from their

foundations; the broad-based hills glided away. Everything

was unfixed from its age-long rest, and moving at whirlwind

speed in a direction opposite to their own" (270-271).
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Finally freed from the house and from the threat of Jaffrey,

and affected by the speed of the train, Clifford endeavors to

criticize mankind's manner of creating homes in a way that

is re~iniscent of Holgrave. In speaking to the conductor,

however, Clifford includes the angle and the circle in his

theories. "You are aware, my dear sir, -- you must have

observed it, in your own experience, -- that all human

progress is in a circle; or, to use a more accurate and

beautiful figure, in an ascending spiral curve" (272). A

moment before this statement, Hawthorne has supplied a

literal example of this Ifascending spiral", when, on board

the moving train, a party of young people playfully toss

a ball from one side of the car to the other. The result,

if one were to plot the progress of the ball, would be a

spiral curve.

One may justifiably view the spiral as Clifford's

attempt to reconcile the circle to the line, the elm to the

house, renewable nature to age and decay. The meaning of

the "ascending spiral curve lf cannot be mistaken. Hawthorne

wri t es of the train, "Sleep; sport; busin ess; graver or

lighter study; and the common and inevitable movement on

ward! It '\'1as life itself" (271)1 It is "the great current

of human life", a phrase that rekindles the image of the

political procession as a "surging river". Rapid movement

highlights yet another description of humanity. When the

crank of the organ grinder turns, miniature figures frantically
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go about their activities. The spiral curve, therefore,

represents mankind and society. Its time is measured in

the steady, upward flow of 'progress', which is opposed both

to the dilapidation of linear time and the ever-repeating

circles of natural time, and it is within this "current" of

life that Clifford seeks his re-birth. ,Hepzibah, on the

other hand, is denied even the illusion of re-birth, for the

image of the house, the object that has prevented her com

munion with mankind, constantly appears to her through the

window of the traine Clifford, however, fails to remain

fastened to the spiral curve for long, and when he and his

sister alight at a way station, they are confronted by the

isolated and dismal appearance of a rUined~wooden church and

a deserted farm house, and thus once more angular images of

decay become prominent. It seems that a greater act than

than just fleeing to the "ascending spiral" of society must

take place before Clifford and Hepzibah will gain their

freedom from the ancient 'curse' of the gabled house.

Quite a different method of observing time occurs

conjointly with the attempted escape of Hepzibah and Clifford.

As Hawthorne almost ruthlessly mocks the attitudes and am

bitions of the recently deceased Jaffrey, we notice that

time, in relation to the Judge's corpse, renders the 'time'

of mankind -- the spiral curve -- meaningless. An entire

day's future agenda is satirically voiced in order to

raise the Judge, but to no avail. The motion of the previous
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chapter has been replaced by total stasis. The failure of

the Judge to rise, the fly that walks unhindered over his

open eyes, strongly remind us of time as a line, as death

and decay. Yet the circle image appears in this chapter as

well. The narrator begins his watch of Jaffrey in the

fading light of sunset and continues to observe him in the

darker shades of t,rilight, moonlight and almost total

darkness. But by the end of the chapter, we have returned

to the light of early morning. Furthermore, the ticking of

the clock, and the movement of its hands around its rounded

face, remind the reader that a cyclical and predetermined

act is taking place. The Judge's death is connected to the

Colonel's death -- the incidents surrounding them are the

same -- and thus the present flows into the past for the

original crime and death have been repeated.

The circle images continue in the following chapter,

and the less bright shades of light give way to sunshine,

as Phoebe, representing the circle of re-birth and regener

ation, returns. Hawthorne, however, by utilizing the

recurring images of day and night and light and darkness,

emphasizes that both the death of Jaffrey, and Phoebe's

future redemption of the 'race' of the Pyncheons, are

integral parts of the repeating wheel of occurrences~

Along these lines, it is interesting to note that even

in the shriveled figure of Hepzibah are the 'seeds' for the

new generations. Thus, in the Bible, Hepzibah is the name
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to be borne by Jerusalem when restored. "Thou shalt be

called Hepzibah, •••• and thy land shall be inhabited"

(Isa., 62, 4). The most important circle image in this

chapter is the elm, which dominates the opening scene.

"The Pyncheon-elm, throughout its great circumference, "Jas

all alive, and full of the morning sun and a sweetly-tempered

little breeze, which lingered within its verdant sphere, and

set a thousand leafy tongues a-whispering all at once" {287}.

The morning sun even affects the house, giving it the

appearance of "antique gentility". Furthermore, the

flowers long ago planted by Alice, '~ere flaunting in rich

beauty and full of bloom, today, and seemed, as it were, a

mystic expression that something within the house was con

summated" {287}. The consummated act is, of course, the

death of Jaffrey, which paves the way for the regeneration

of the Pyncheons as Phoebe enters the transformed house.

One more cluster of images has, from the beginning,

surrounded Phoebe. In Chapter Five, Phoebe discovers a

"beautiful species of white rose" in the garden. Hawthorne

writes that at !fa fair distance", it looked as if it had

been brought from Eden. In Chapter Seven, Phoebe is compared

to Eve, when she lets the morning sunshine into the house.

In Chapt er Twenty, enti tIed "The Flower of Eden", these

images dominate. The return of Phoebe, and her symbolic

coupling with Holgrave, leave no doubt in the reader's

mind that we have witnessed, with the death of Jaffrey
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and incidently, the death of his son in Europe -- the ex

tinction of the degenerate Pyncheons and the beginning of

a healthy race no longer isolated from mankind~ . Obviously,

this is signified by Hepzibah, Clifford, Holgrave and

Phoebe leaving the gabled house to begin anew. Clifford

makes thi s point evident. "I thought of you both, as we

came down the street, and beheld Alice's Posies in full

bloom. And so the flower of Eden has bloomed, likewise in

this old, darksome house, to-day" (30r) 1

Of the Eden imagery, Hyatt Waggoner states,

These connections with the Eden myth take us
of course to the heart of the story. For Adam's
sin, like that of the Pyncheons~ was pride; the
penalty, alienation from God and man and the cor
ruption of man and nature -- the introduction,
as it has been interpreted, of death; and the cure,
love. And the Christian myth of the origin and
cure of evil embodies the concept of a cycle as
surely as the ancient figure of the wheel of fortune
and the pagan vegetation myths do. For the story
told is one of union, alienation, and reunion,
withdrawal and return. The Eden allusions then 8
help to expand Pyncheon history into man's history.

In the end, the circular elm tree is, so to speak, given the

last word. liThe Pyncheon- elm, moreover, with \"hat foliage

the September gale had spared to it, whispered unintel

ligible prophecies" (307). Perhaps, following the Eden

imagery, the elm signifies the Tree of Knowledge, and the

above quotation seems to credit it with the predetermined

awareness of all recent actions, and that they are just a

minute part of the ever returning cycle of time.

Hawthorne has built a very complex and elaborate
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pattern of symbols and images to emphasize and compare aspects

within the house of the seven gables. One character is com

pared to another, light is contrasted to darkness and angle

to.'eirgle, and the concept of individual isolation is com

pared to the "sympathetic chain of humanity" and the rush of

society. The problem of living in this world may only be

resolved i~thin the framework of time. What eventually frees

Hepzibah, who represents the linear depiction of time as

decay and age, and Clifford, who espouses the "ascending

spiral curve", the movement of society, is natural time

ever returning in a cycle, as represented by Phoebe, which

resurrects the past in order to set it 'right' and begin

anew. Holgrave is a Maule and Phoebe is a Pyncheon. Thus

'pride' is vanqUished by the mingling of aristocratic

blood with plebeian blood. Moreover, in this important

coupling, we are meant to see a blending of conservative

with liberal and the heart with the intellect. Yet despite

the significance of the union, it is impossible not to feel

some form of dissatisfaction with the ending. By the time

we observe the corpse of Judge Pyncheon, the images have

become too complicated, and the house, as the central

symbol, has embraced too many complex aspects to warrant

such a 'neat' conclusion. Indeed, at one point in the final

chapter, Hawthorne acknowledges that his reconciliative

ending and his concept of time as a circle cannot comfortably

envelop every aspect that is contained in The House of the
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Seven Gables. "It is a truth•••• that no great mistake,

whether acted or endured, in our mortal sphere, is ever

really set right. Time, the continual vicissitude of cir

cumstances, and the invariable inopportunity of death,

render it impossible" (30l.. ).

Throughout Hawthorne's examination of the house and

its occupants a primary concern has been the nature of

appearances. The Judge's false smile makes him appear to

be a kindly and trustworthy man. Hepzibah's involuntary

scowl, on the other hand, gives her the appearance of being

anything but the kind-hearted old spinster that she is. The

garden appears, at one point, to exhibit only decay and

disorder, but, at another point in time, appears young and

regenerative. Alice's Posies, which in Chapter Nineteen,

give the house a "mystic expression", appeared but "only a

week ago" to be weeds, growing in the angle between the

front gables. Moonlight makes the garden appear "trans

figured by a charm of romance" (246). It also dances

across the dead Judge's "unchanging features", transforming

his previously horrid appearance. When viewed from close

range, the violent "rush and roar" of the political pro

cession stands uppermost. When viewed from a distant

vantage point, it becomes, by "its remoteness", slow

rolling and majestic. Finally, and most importantly, the

house is seen as a symbol of decay and misery, but in the

morning sunlight it strikes the onlooker as an abode of
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"solid haWines:~f'~. Ha\'/thorne writes, "So little faith is due

to external appearance, that there was really an inviting

aspect over the venerable edifice, conveying an idea that

its history must be a decorous and happy one, and such as

would be delightful for a fire- side tale" (287). A number

of houses are wrapped up in the house of the seven gables,

and we see the home from so many different angles that, in

the end, it becomes objectively difficult to discern more

than just its prominent architectural features. As has

been discussed, the house as 'seen' through Phoebe's eyes

is certainly distinct from the house 'seen' through the

eyes of Holgrave, Jaffrey, Hepzibah or Clifford. Each

character's point of view shapes the house, and the house

in turn shapes them. ; The appearance of practically every

thing, in the romance, is relative to shades of light,

time, points of view and so on. Thus the final events

the coupling of Phoebe and Holgrave and the departure of

the entire 'family' for happier climes, which finally gives

them a joyful way of life --are not as much absolute or

literal statements as they are symbolic ones, which are

meant to rectify all the ambiguous images and appearances
. 9

which Hawthorne has uncovered in his work.

The problem of appearances, about relative points of

view, and in particular, in relation to houses, is central

to The Sooils of Poynton, where the major character's

perceptions and imaginings form the framework for the novel.
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Authorial commentary is rare, much rarer than in The House of

the Seven Gables, and we ~ust weigh evidence and opinions

through the eyes and mind of Fleda Vetch. A crucial problem

in our interpretation of The Spoils of Poynton, therefore,

is discerning how much one may trust Fleda's subjective

point of view.

Aspects and problems that were observed and discussed

by the usually reliable narrator in The House of the Seven

Gables, have been transformed by James and related directly

to his leading character. For example, images in The Spoils

of Poynton are often created and shaped by the mind of

Fleda Vetch. On the other hand, images in The House of the

Seven Gables, such as circles and angles, are sometimes

employed as 'objective' devices to judge and measure objects

and their affiliations. Certain actions undergo a similar

transformation. In The Spoils of Poynton, the long sought

for return of the furniture to its proper home appears to

be comparable to the unifying ending of The House of the

Seven Gable§. In both cases, a reconciliative act, an act

which sets a 'crime' from the past in order, takes place.

The reconciliative act in The Spoil§ of Poynton, however,

is only produced by the subjective interpretations of Fleda

Vetch. It is fabricated by her imagination. James, therefore,

has taken an aspect of Hawthorne's romance and, according

to his literary views outlined in Chapter Two, strengthened

it, by making it dependant upon the mind of his leading
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character. Unlike in The House of the Seven Gables, prac

tically everything in The Spoils of Povnton is tied to the

protagonist.

Yet if Fleda's thoughts compose the major framework

in the novel,. then the house, Poynton, must be seen as in

habiting the central position in her point of view. Although

Fleda spends relatively little time at the house, we cannot

doubt that her relationship to it remains uppermost, from

her first vi ewing until the end of the book" "To give it

all up, to die to it -- that thought ached in her breast"

(19). Thus the house and the way it is related both to her

character and to the overall composition is every bit as

important to The 300ils of Povnton as it is to The House of

th~~ven GablQ§, despite the fact that James, unlike

Hawthorne, does not supply the reader with lengthy narrative

descriptions and observations of the house.

Poynton, however, is not the first house to play

an important role in James's novel. Chapter One opens on

the grounds of the aptly named house, Waterbath. We 'see'

it primarily through the descriptive reactions of ~s.

Gereth, who is quick to point out that it vulgarly rep

resents a series of tasteless traits that will not be found

at her home. Waterbath is smeared in "acres of varnish"

(8), and displays almost endless "imbecilities of decoration"

(5). J1rs. Gereth' S repugnanc e to the "inti mat e ugliness" of

Waterbath is so overwhel~ng that, during the previous
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night, she "had been kept awake for hours by the wallpaper in

her room" (5).

It is on the grounds at Waterbath that r~s. Gereth

f~rst spots Fleda, instantly recognizing in this strange

girl the kindred qualities of a sufferer under the "aesthetic

misery" of the horne. (The first phrase that James employs

to depict Fleda is that of "deep and lonely meditation",

and these words will remain closely associated to Fleda and

her point of view throughout the novel.) Two important

aspects stand out in the introductory meeting between the

women. Firstly, the overly descriptive phrases and words

of Mrs. Gereth and Fleda should make us suspect of both

characters from the beginning. "'Isn't it too dreadful?'

'Horrible -- Horrible!' cried Mrs. Gereth, with a laugh,

'and it's really a comfort to be able to say it'" (7).

This flowery style of language is in evidence throughout

the entire novel. Often its principal function is to

supply a source of comedy, but it also effectively underlines

qualities of each character.

To some extent Hawthorne, in The House of the Seven

Gables, employs similar devices. When Jaffrey seeks admit

tance to the house, only to be stopped by Hepzibah, his

plea for entrance, his selection of overly elaborate phrases,

illustrates his dishonesty and evil.

Ay, you. little know me, Cousin Hepzibah! You little
know this heart! It tbrobs at the thou~ht of meeting
him: There lives not the human being texcept yourself,
-- and you not more than I} who has shed so many
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tears for Clifford's calamity! You behold some of
them now. There is none who would so delight to
promote his happiness! Try me, Hepzibah! -- try me,
cousin! -- try the man who you have treated as your
enemy and Clifford's! -- try Jaffrey Pyncheon, and
you shall find him true, to the heart's core! (254)

Although Jaffrey's words hide a great lie, he cannot help

uttering at least partial truths, for he reveals both the

ignorance people have of his real nature, as well as his

almost rabid eagerness to get at Clifford. In a comparable

vein, Fleda and Mrs. Gereth use words to describe their

actions, but they also illustrate their 'hidden' character

istics. For them, their choice of terms only flatters

them and convinces them of the 'truth', but for the reader,

their words indicate their defects. Such is the case

when Mrs. Gereth compares herself to St. Joan (83), and

Fleda labels her actions as those of a nun (175 ) • At

times, therefore, James and Hawthorne indicate character

by having the character inadvertently display some of his

traits. Instead of simply describing these traits, character

is revealed to us 'first-hand'. Such a method tends to

slow down the action, making us focus on a thorough psy

chological examination of each major character.

A second important point, in the introductory

conversation between Mrs. Gereth and Fleda, is brought to

light by Mrs. Gereth when she blames the "ugliness" of

Waterbath on the "abnormal nature of the Brigstocks u •

Although once more the use of the particular words reflects

at least as much upon the personality of the character who
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spoke them as it does upon the Brigstocks, it can be seen

that James is associating homes with their owners, making

them reflect the personalities of the characters in a manner

similar to Hawthorne. In The House of the Seven Gables,

Jaffrey's mansion, Hepzibah's house and the past house of

Colonel Pyncheon were utilized to emphasize the nature of

each character. Similarly, Waterbath underlines the lack

of taste and other cultural accoutrements of the Brigstocks.

Of ~-trs. Brigstock, James writes, "She had a face of which it

was impossible to say anything but that it was pink, and a

mind that it would be possible to describe only if one had

been able to mark it in a similar fashion" (123). Mona's

description is hardly more flattering. "She belonged to

the type in which speech is an unaided emission of sound

and the secret of being is impenetrably and incorruptibly

kept. Her expression would have been beautiful if she had

had one, •••• " (9). Obviously, the arrangement of Waterbath

illustrates and enlarges upon these characteristics.

Mrs. Gereth's character, as seen through the opening

descriptions of Poynton, offers a direct contrast to Waterbath

and its residents. "Poynton was the record of a life. It

was written in great syllables of colour and form, the

tongues of other countries and the hands of rare artists"

(18-19). It is the "things" of Poynton, the rare treasures

of decor, that, arranged by 1v1rs. Gereth, illustrate her f1high

pride" and "fine arrogance lT • rilrs. Gereth and her late husband
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created Poynton with, '~he genius, the passion, the patience

of the collector" (12). The "clear corridors" of Poynton

and its overall atmosphere are strongly reminiscent of

Jaffrey's mansion, and even the newly built gabled house.

With all the owners, the word 'pride' is closely associated,

and the glitter that these houses show to the outside world

is indicative of this. James, through the words of Mrs.

Gereth, draws our attention to the perverse aspects of her

proud obsession. Owen's decision to remove his mother from

Poynton is strenuously objected to because, according to

Mrs. Gereth, "No account whatever had been taken of her

relation to her treasures, of the passion with which she

had waited for them, worked for them, picked them over,

made them worthy of each other and the house, watched them,

loved them, lived with them" (13).

Throughout the novel, Poynton is portrayed as more

of a museum or treasure trove than as a warm and comfortable

home. Its owner, like the original owner of the house of

the seven gables, has left her proud and inhospitable mark

on the home, isolating it from the rest of mankind. Like

Hawthorne, therefore, James seems concerned with the ways

in which 'civilized' life, as represented by the principal

symbol and image of the house, becomes corrupted and de

generative, and within this design, both authors concern

themselves with the clash of innocence and evil. In The

House of the Seven Gable§, the meeting on the threshold
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bet1:veen Ja~frey and Phoebe clearly signifies the pOT.ver of

Jaffrey's demonic aims_and the helplessness of Phoebe.

Phoebe is 'saved' by the intrusion of Hepzibah, but no such

f t i ..&:'. - 'tT"''' d. or ·unace ~rlend pro~ec s r~e a, and thus when she passes

th_ou'h the threshold of Poynton and into the house, we are

'TIade a~i}al~e of the evil in.lluence of ?ftrs. Gereth and her

itthiLgS Il • The not altogether pleasant 1:;ord "submission" is

used to describe Fleda's initial response to ?oynton, and

there is a distinct danger in the way she gives into this

influence. "?re-occupations and scruples fell a',vay from

her; she had never known a greater happiness than the week

she passed in this iniation ll (18) (one is reminded, at

this point, of uuitenhuis's com~ nts, discussed in Chapter

1\'10 of this pG.per, concerning James's literary use of the

"sordidness ll or life at the time of ~'iriting The S'Ooils of

Povnton and other works. Such an interest ties him, perhaps

more tightly than in his earlier works, to Hawthorne's constant

exa'Tlination of the relationship between innocence and evil. No

better example of this can be found thffil What ~aisie Knew,

published in IS97).

Fleda's actions, in The SpOils of Poynton, are

governed by the rnanner in lrlhich she views her relation to

the house and i·ts "things". If i',ks. Gereth perfor"1ed the

early role OL te~ptress 3nd initiator into the house and

its lt~ysteriesrr, \.;e can see, fro':1 the '11i ~dle of Chapter
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changes rapidly as she feels more and more personally involved

with both the house and the confrontation surrounding its

occupancy. Understandably, Fleda views Mrs. Gereth's

extreme stand on Poynton as both tactless and unreasonable,

and decides that ~ien and Mona deserve better treatment.

The event that transpires at the end of Chapter Three,

when Mrs. Gereth, much to Fleda's embarrassment, pushes her

upon Owen, only helps to accelerate Fleda's growing con

viction that Mrs. Gereth is in the 'wrong'. Later, when

Mrs. Gereth ransacks the contents of Poynton and carries

away the spoils, there can be no doubt that Fleda's al

legiance to Mrs. Gereth is on the wane.

From her introduction, we see that Fleda is portrayed

as both impressionable and idealistic, and the glitter of

Poynton provides the catalyst for "the emotions of a hungry

girl whose sensibility was almost as great as her oppor-

tuni ti es for compari son had been small" (19). Fleda, in

her innocence, reacts against the proud and greedy motives

of I~s. Gereth, she reacts against anything that threatens

the "perfect beauty" (IS) of Poynton. Fleda, therefore,

comes to see her task as that of the guardian of this

Ifb eauty" • "The hous e vJas all" (190).

One of the major patterns of imagery, in The Spoils

of Poynton, is that of battle imagery. The words that are

employed in this specific sense help to illustrate the way

Fleda envisions her role in relation to the house and its
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furniture. She finds herself as spokeswoman and arbiter

for ~~en, and when she must inform ~rrs. Gereth of Owen's

decision to force his mother to vacate the premises, the un

pleasantness of her task is related in military terms. "Her

heart failed her, after Owen had returned to London, with the

ugliness of the duty -- with the ugliness, indeed, of the

whole close conflict" (33). But Mrs. Gereth will not under

any circumstances -- save victory or defeat -- terminate

hostile actions, and even though she views her enforced re

treat from Poynton as an "amputation" (5I), she compares

herself to St. Joan, and like her mentor, will never give

in. This fact becomes obvious when Fleda visits Mrs. Gereth

at Ricks and discovers that the "things" have been secretly

moved. James's use of terms makes it clear that Fleda

considers herself to be in the midst of a raging battle.

'~vhat indeed was her (Mrs. Gerethts) spoilation of Poynton.

but the first engagement of a campaign" (57)? Fleda' s

reaction to the removal of "so picked a guard" is pre-

dictable.

She couldn't care for such things when they came to
her in such ways; there was a wrong about them all
that turned them all to ugliness. In the watches of
the night she saw Poynton dishonoured; she had cared
for it as a happy whole, she reasoned, and the parts
of it now around her seemed to suffer like chopped
limbs (57) •

Thus Fleda looks upon her role as that of mediator

for the hous e, and "her rni ssi on of fi nding a way out" (38),

that is of curtailing the battle for the sake of Poynton,
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becomes her primary occupation. Quick success, however, is

not to be found, and Fleda's partial failure as a mediator

is signified by a second set of images, those concerning

flight. She is pictured several times as a bird in flight

(p. 30 and p. 178). As well, chapters often end with Fleda

desperately retreating from the action. At the end of

Chapter Six, Fleda, in the park, scrambles in an "ugly

gallop" from Owen. Chapter Eight ends when Owen departs

from Ricks and Fleda "made a dash for the stairs and ran

up" (75). Finally, at her sister's home, and once again

facing Owen, "she had turned and, scrambling up the stairs,

got away from him even faster than she had got away from him

at Ricks" (141). ObViously, the name Fleda is emblematic

of the frantic motion that is associated with this girl,

and what such an image indicates is not only the inability

of Fleda, under these conditions, to succeed, but also

her dangerous vulnerability ~1d helplessness.

As has been seen, these qualities make Fleda com

parable to Hawthorne's Phoebe. In The SpOils of Poynton,

however, Fleda's naive imagination and inexperienced emotions

are responsible for the threat of self-destructive acts.

Phoebe is vulnerable, but only from dangerous 'outside'

forces. Fleda's dangers are created by her mind. A third

set of images leads directly into the dangerous fantasy

world that tleda has developed. Her primary illusions

are often draped in religious termin9logy. The list of
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words and phrases that Fleda amalgamates with her actions

strongly point in this direction. Examples are words such

as "submi ssion" (18) and "surrender" (13), and phrases suc h

as "the vow of a nun" (175) and "the reward of complete

submission" (163). Chapter Nine, Fleda's interior monologue,

is bombarded by such images. In the opening paragraph,

Fleda contemplates her relationship to Owen and the 'conflict'.

The seemingly incongruous words, Itt emptation" and Itconfessi on"

appear. In the second paragraph, Mona joins Owen in Fleda's

thoughts and the key words become "courage", Ithonourlt and

"pride It to describe Fleda' s imagined responsibili ty to Owen

and IvTona, her "duty" to keep them from breaking up over her

"interference". These groups of words are united in the

passage below.

It would seem intolerably vulgar to have 'ousted'
the daughter of the Brigstocks; and merely to have
abstained even wouldn't assure her that she had been
straight. Nothing was really straight but to justify
her little pensioned presence by her use; and now,
won over as she was to heroism, she could see her use
only as some high and delicate deed. She couldn't
do anything at all, unless she could do it with a
kind of pride, and there would be nothing to be
proud of in having arranged for poor Owen to get
off easily. Nobody had a right to get off easily
from pledges so deep, so sacred (77-78).

These remarkable words encase Fleda's thoughts within an

idealistic framework so warped that we are reminded of some

of the leading characters in short stories and novellas

written by James at approximately the same period, such as

"The Beast in the Jungle" and "In the Cage lt • Tn f' ~ ,.t-. t-. no_.. --_ .... , ..., .........
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of masochism in Fleda's obsessive desire for martyrdom. In

the following chapter, for example, Fleda once again considers

her Ifdutytr to Owen and T>1ona, and, in relation to the religious

imagery, it is interesting to note the words in this sentence.

"That courage would all come to her if she could only be

equally sure that what she should be called upon to do for
10

Owen "'1ould be to suffer" (82).

No better proof of Fleda's distorted way of viewing

things exists than in her responses to Owen's intimate

advances. In Chapter Eight, Owen clearly indicates his

desire for matrimony. Fleda, however, ignores, or attempts

to ignore, his words. "'I could live here with you. Don't

you see what I mean?' Fleda saw perfectly, and, with a face

in which she flattered herself that nothing of this vision

appeared, gave him her hand and said: 'Good-bye, good-bye ttr

(73). Later, in Chapter Sixteen, Owen proposes 'point

blank' to Fleda. Her reaction is worth careful scrutiny.

'Don't you know what I mean, Miss Vetch? I want
you to marry me.'

Fleda, at this, put out her hand in charity;
she held his own, which qUickly grasped it a moment,
and if he had described her as shining at him it
may be assumed that she shone all the more in her
deep, still smile. 'Let me hear a little more
about your freedom first,' she said. 'I gather
that Mrs. Brigstock was not wholly satisfied with
the way you disposed of her question' (133).

This is not the response one would expect from a blushing

maiden who has just received such a proposal, but Fleda is

so absorbed by the entire intrigue surrounding Poynton and
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of course, has provided an explanation to the question of

why Owen would not take offence to such a procedure by making
II

him a weak and not altogether bright type of character.

Fleda continually fantasizes about Owen and Mona and

'pure love', and in order to do this she must construct the

characters to fit her imaginings. Early in the book, Owen

is unfavourably compared, by Fleda, to the articles of fur-

niture at Poynton. "The 'ltlOrds, on his lips, had somehow,

for Fleda, the sound of washing-stands and copious bedding,

and she could well imagine the note it might have struck for

Tfl!'s. Gereth" (32- 33) ~ A similar method of description was,

it will be remembered, used by Hepzibah to compare Jaffrey

and Clifford. See pages 56 and 57. Comparisons to

furniture and other things are, like the house, devices

both authors use to define character and emphasize the

relationships between setting and character. Within

eleven pages, however, James writes this seemingly con

tradictory statementdl llher (Fleda's) eyes had come to

rejoice in his manly magnificence more even than they re

joiced in the royal cabinets of the red saloon" (44).

What transpires between these statements is that Fleda has

seen her flight' as a special mediator in the conflict,

and feels that she has been victorious in her task when

rtrs. Gereth reluctantly pledges to 'retreat' to Ricks.

A victory for Owen, therefore, is a victory for the "things",
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and thus Fleda is bound to regard Owen as something similar to

a special piece of furniture. Yet, James \'lrites, "Fleda had

an imagination of a drama, a 'great scene', a thing, somehow,

of indignity and misery, of wounds inflicted and received,

in which indeed, though Mrs. Gereth's presence, with movements

and sounds, loo~ed large to her, Owen remained indistinct

and on the whole unaggressive" (42). If {)r,.len is to remain

"indistinctt', then rvtrs. Gereth, in order for the "great

scene" to transpire, naturally needs an adversary. Obviously,

neither Mona nor her mother, feeble combatants that they are,

are imaginable as recipients and perpetrators of "wounds".

Fleda, therefore, is referring to her own actions and thus

foreshadowing the barrage of insults she will receive from

ivirs. Ger eth when "the mi str ess of Poynton" learns that her

suppos ed companion in arms has made her lose Poynton

forevere : ence in these later chapters, Mrs. Gereth and

Fleda both inflict and receive wounds. Fleda's l~ndignity

and misery" will be her matrimonial sacrifice of Owen, and

the subsequent harsh criticism of Mrs. Gereth, in order to

see the "unspoi led" love of Owen and Mona rule over the

beautiful -- and thus t0e safe -- grounds of Poynton.

Previous quotations show that Fleda regards Owen

as a piece of furniture, and she fights to have him in

stalled at Poynton as she fights to have the rest of the

furniture reinstated. First, however, she must make him

more worthy of the 'collection'. He must be something more
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grand than a "\<Jashing- stand". Hi s lack of aggressiveness

and individual initiative makes Fleda's unconscious task

much easier, for it is in what she terms his "blessed manly

weakness" (140) where she sees part of her "mission". Owen,

in short, is a blank slate that Fleda shapes as she pleases,

and thus he unquestionably follows Fleda's 'orders', re

maining attached to a woman he does not love~ 'Owen's

absolute weakness and desire to be led are further illustrated

when we see Fleda forever 'putting' words in his mouth. See

pages 66 and 71.

Mona's character is shaped even more so by Fleda.

Although they meet but twice, and Mona in her characteristic

way remains dense and uncom~unicative, Fleda ascribes to her

the most noble virtues. :The incident on page 115 is a good

example. Fleda states that Mona will make high sacrifices

to restore the spoils of Poynton. Owen, in hi s si mpli sti c

manner, reveals the true state of Mona's nature when he

relates that Mona does not care for the aesthetic beauty of

Poynton and desires the restoration of Poynton only because

of her greed. Fleda, however, is totally lost in her

ficti tious puzzle and wi.ll once again ignore Owen's words.

'Ah, she's not that sort! She wants them herself',
he added; 'she wants to feel they're hers; she
doesn't care whether I have them or notI And if she
can't get them she doesn't want me. If she can't
get them she doesn't want anything at all' (115).

Like Owen, Mona's appearance is shaped by Fleda to suit

her own ends. James's references to ~ona's expression,
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or lack of one, and the conspicuous sound of her name, give

us the key as to how Fleda manages to shape her character.

Like Da Vinci's Mona Lisa, the strange, almost expressionless

form of Mona is ~oulded by the beholder's imagination.

A maj or link between The House of the Seven Gabl~

and The Spoils of Poynton is the examination of appearances.

It has been seen that Phoebe, Clifford and Fleda are at

times unable to interpret appearances correctly~ Both

authors supply several ways to perceive the nature and effect

of appearances. Firstly, the entire framework of images sur

rounding the house in The House of the Seven Gables, such as

angles and circles and light and darkness, illustrates the

ever shifting nature of appearances -- the manner in which

one's viewpoint is shaped by various elements. James, with

his focus on 'character', has aligned his imagery to the mind

of Fleda. Yet the images are always utilized to indicate

Fleda's relationship to Poynton. Like Hawthorne, James's major

image clusters, such as the religious allusions, point directly

to an examination of the way appearances affect one's manner of

viewing life. Secondly, one learns to distinguish appearances

by observing the relationship between one person and another or

between a character and his home. Thus the falseness of Jaffrey's

smile is best seen in comparison to the smile of Phoebe,

and the Colonel's character is best illustrated by his

house. Similarly, I'-h-s. Gereth's nature is revealed by

exa~ning the arrangements at Poynton, and both the
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and true impressions and opinions of Mrs. Gereth and Fleda

are seen when they come into contact with each other.

It is, therefore, r~s. Gereth, who, in Chapter

Eighteen, exposes Fleda's "idiotic perversity".

'What are you, after all, my dear, I should like
to know that a gentleman who offers you what Owen
offers should have to meet such wonderful exactions,
to take such extraordinary precautions about your
sweet little scruples?t Her resentment rose to a
strange insolence which Fleda took full in the face
and which, for the mOMent at least, had the horrible
force to present to her vengefully a showy side of
the truth. It gave her a blinding glimpse of lost
alternatives (157).

Mrs. Gereth is a difficult character to assess. Her greed

and self-pity seem to be her prominent traits in the opening

chapters. By the middle chapters, however, when everything

depends on Fleda's point of view, it is almost as if James
12

loses sight of her. In the final chapters, when she once

again assumes a crucial role, her character has undergone

a tremendous transformation. In the earlier parts of the

novel, for example, the evil influence of Mrs. Gereth, her
,

almost parasitical behavior towards Fleda, is emphasized.

"Almost the only thing she I~~S. Gereth took account of

in her young friend's soft secret was the excellent use she

could make of it ~- a use so much to her taste that she re-

fused to feel a hindrance in the quality of the material" (95).

When Mrs. Gereth, however, eventually comprehends that her

tca~paign' has ended in defeat, she is resigned and gentle.

"'I shall need your company f, said ftrS. Gereth. Fleda

wondered an instant if tllls were not practically a demand
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for penal submission -- for a surrender that, in its complete

humility, would be a long expiation. But there was none of

the latent chill of the vindictive in the way i~s. Gereth

pursued: 'We can always, as time goes on, talk of them

together'" (167) 0

of Poynton.

One of Mrs. Gereth's more important functions is

that of a foil for Fleda. Thus, like Hawthorne, James often

builds characters by exposing their opposite traits. r~s.

Gereth, James states, examines human nature by the scale of

cleverness or stupidity. Fleda, on the other hand, per

ceives people by Itdirect inspiration" (100). This basic

difference is brought to the surface in Chapter Eighteen

when Fleda criticises Mrs. Gereth. "You simplify far too

much. You always did and you always will. The tangle of

life is much more intricate than you've ever, I think,

felt it to be. You slash into it', dried Fleda finely,

'with a great pair of shears, you nip at it as if you were

one of the Fates" (160)1 Hence Mrs. Gereth's greatest

weakness is her bull-headed, rampaging way of looking at

life. She judges human nature too qUickly and forms con

clusions that do not per~~t any shading. Thus Owen is a

"blockhead", Fleda an "idiot" and Mrs. Brigstock a "cow",

,She might be, in this respect, a partially comic representation

of both Judge and Colonel Pyncheon, who view life only by its

"forTIs" and who are incapable of perceiving any subtleties •.
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But the final words in this debate are reserved for Mrs.

Gereth, who indicates that the greater fault, Fleda's weak

ness, is to simplify too little.

'I do simplify, doubtless, if to simplify is to fail
to comprehend the insanity of a passion that be
wilders a young blockhead with bugaboo barriers,
with hideous and monstTous sacrifices. I can only
repeat that you're beyond me. Your perversity's
a thing to howl over. However,' the poor woman
continued with a break in her voice, a long hesitation,
and then the dry triumph of her will, 'I'll never
mention it to you again! Owen I can just make out;
for Owen is a blockhead ••••1 don't know why you
dress up so the fact that he's disgustingly weak'
(160-161).

Mrs. Gereth's words, despite their severity, do

little to make Fleda abandon her "fairy tale" (34). In the

chapters immediately preceeding the destruction of the house

there is nevertheless a marked change in Fleda's character.

There are no more images of frantic flight associated with

her, and instead she is composed, not by acknowledging

'defeat' to her romantic world, but by quietly acting

victorious. It appears that only b.y losing Owen -- or by

sacrificing him does Fleda achieve her f~~ciful victory.

When ~~en and Mona are married, James writes of the extra

ordinary results for Fleda.

It was really her obliterated passion that had
revived, and with it an immense assent to Mrs
Gereth's early judgement of her. She too. she felt,
was of the religion, and like any other of the
passionately pious she could worship now even in
the desert. Yes, it was all for her; far round
as she had gone she had been strong enough: her love
had gathered in the spoils (169-170).

Fleda's actions, therefore, spring from her intense desire to
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become, like Mrs. Gereth, a disciple of aesthetic beauty.

All along she has treated her guardianship of the spoils,

and her imagined success in restoring them, as a form of

initiatory rite of membership into this select cult.

James supplies several motives for Fleda's activities.

She is, apart from a distant kinship with her sister, alone

in the world. Perhaps because of this ~trs. Gereth and Fleda

form a strong bond, and the older lady manages, with ease,'to

bring the young recluse under her cultural umbrella. On one

level, therefore, Mrs. Gereth acts as a much sought, under

standing companion, and perhaps, even as a mother. Because

of her middle class background,. Fleda is entranced by Poynton,

for the "things,r of Poynton are even more attractive when

compared to Fleda's father's collection -- "old brandy-

flasks and matchboxes, old calendars and hand-books, inter

mixed with an assortment of pen-wipers and ashtrays, a

harvest he had gathered in from penny bazaars" (I04)~

These items, like the others that have been described

throughout the novel, depict the owner's state of mind.'

Despite her worship of Poynton, however, Fleda is painfully

aware that she has no legitimate part in the family feud

surrounding them, her role in these proceedings is not 'set'.

She may not, in her gUileless way of viewing her role, secure

her position in this 'family' by marrying ~len because

rl~S. Gereth has humiliatingly offered her to him, and besides,

(}>'len is a bit of a "blockhead". Thus Fleda's only means to
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enter the cultural family of her dreams is 'directly' through

Poynton itself, that is, by becoming the protectress, the

'mother' to Poynton. Her foothold, however, is always un

steady. Thus when Mona, through Owen, questions Fleda's

'rights' in these proceedings, James writes of Fleda that

there Ifwas a sudden drop in her great flight" (lIS).

Fleda's desire to ~estore the spoils and become a

member of the aesthetic religion may only be realized, in

her fantasy, by sacrificing something 'wonderful' in order

to bring safety to Poynton. Thus her 'romance' ~~thOwen

provides the key, and by 'giving' him back to Mona, Poynton,

through her noble act , receives its things. Ironically,
13

Fleda, because she has never loved Owen, gives up nothing.

From the beginning Fleda simply uses ~1en and the expression

less Mona for her own unconscious sacrifice, and makes them

into what she wants.

Near the end of the novel, it appears that Fleda

has gained "admittance lf , and her composed nature reflects

this. She is, therefore, "made easier" when Mrs. Gereth

assigns to her the position "of a bit of furniture" (177).

She thereby considers herself a member of the 'blessed

circle' of the spoils and this is illustrated by her vision

of Poynton shortly after reading Owen's second letter, which

implores her to take one object from Poynton as a reward for

her endeavors. Not surprisingly, Fleda's thoughts are couched

in religious pr~ases. She compares her future journey to
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Poynton as the 'ltJay "a Pilgrim might go to a shrine" (187).

Fleda thinks of herself moving reverently in the "great

rooms", gazing at and qUietly worshipping each object.

If these allusions fail to make us see that Fleda has made

Poynton her religious house of devotion, her cathedral,

then the item that she desires to take for herself should

make it clear. !tAt bottom she inclined to the }~altese

cross ll (188). This, of course, is Fleda's hand-picked

symbol for her sacrifice.

On one level, the burning of Poynton is an ironic

comment on the efforts of Fleda. Her desire to secure an

item from Poynton illustrates that behind her high motives

of sacrifice lies her greed. She is, therefore, more like

Mrs. Gereth than she would care to admit, for she is led

back to Poynton by her pure and simple desire to possess.

On another level, however, Fleda's failure to enter the

"shrine" and to secure the cross signifi es that her sac-

rifice has been in vain, for she has been robbed of the

aesthetic symbol of her efforts, and her 'religion' cannot

exist without its symbol and place of worship. Perhaps this

explains the incredibly. empty note on which the novel ends.

'Is there an up-train?' she asked.
'In seven minutes.'
She came out on the platform: everywhere she met
the smoke. She covered her face with her hands.
'I'll go back' (192).

The maze of false impressions and appearances seem

to leave Fleda in the end -- not because she has participated
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in a form of symbolic reunion, as is the case in The House of

the Seven Gables, but because she is forever denied it. Her

desire to roam the "clear corridors" of Poynton and secure

the ~bltese cross,: thus on a symbolic level consummating her

demand for martyrdom and beauty, is prevented by the fire.

With the fire comes the deflation of Fleda's fantasies

and the termination of the complex images and symbols that

she has unconsciously utilized to enshrine the recently

destroyed house.

The manner in which Fleda is forced to turn away

from the ruination of Poynton and its spoils provides

a direct contrast to the way in which Hepzibah, Clifford,

Phoebe and Holgrave leave the gabled house. Hawthorne

informs us that they "bade a final farewell to the abode of

their forefathers, with hardly more emotion than if they

had made it their arrangement to return thither at tea

time" (307). The four former occupants of the house have

formed a 'family' based on love and friendship. Because of

this, Hepzibah no longer depends upon the 'comforts' of the

house's gloomy interior. For Fleda, on the other hand,

Poynton became a type of family. She invested her love

in the house and in the spoils.
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Notes to Chapter ~hree

I "The Arti st of the Beauti ful "J I beli eve, shows
Hawthorne's sentiments on this point most clearly. Warland,
the protagonist, is both admired for his ability to stand
alone and condemned for his almost egotistical separateness.
See R. H. Fogle, ttThe Artist of the Beautiful", in A. Kaul,
ed., Hawthorne: A Collection of Critical Essavs, (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1966), and for a general dis
cussion of Hawthorne's often ambiguous view of art see Millicent
Bell, Ha\'Jthorne's View of the Artist, (New York: State
University of New York Press, 1962).

2 Edgar A. Dryden, "Hawthorne's Castle in the Air:
Form and Theme in The House of the Seven Gables", English
Literary History, 38 (1971), p. 299.

3 Why Hawthorne represents the social and communal
aspects of Phoebe as "substance" becomes more understandable
by examining "The Artist of the Beautiful". Here, the
solitary Warland, who, like Clifford, strives for the
beautiful, is depicted as a weak and shadowy man, lacking
in substance when compared to the strong and amiable black
smith, Danforth. Danforth, like Phoebe, seems to represent
a type of communal spirit, and his heavy iron forge stands
in direct contrast to Warland' s delicately \'Jrought creation,
a mechanical butterfly. Thus it appears that Hawthorne de
picts the person v/ho is part of "the sympathetic chain" in
terms of "substance" and the isolated individual in the
opposite terms, and although the 'chain' is not always
painted in rosy colours -- in "The Artist of the Beautiful"
for instance, it is often seen as a burdensome weight on
the creative person -- the solitary individual is in great
danger of vanishing into a form of ghostly nothingness.
Clifford is a good example. The further he wanders from
his fellow man, the more he is pictured as a shadowy
ghost.

4 Nathani el Hawthorne, "Ethan Brand", in Th~

Celestial Railroad and Other Stories, (Toronto: Signet,
1963), p. 285.

5 It is tempting to compare Hawthorne's use of
the word "germ" to James's. For both Hawthorne and James,
the germ is simply the concentrated situation from which
the entire work of fiction develops.

6 SiMilar comments, concerning the fearful way
the past affects the present, appear in other works. In
The -1arble Faun, Hawthorne writes, "A depth of thirty feet
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of soil has covered up the Rome of ancient days, so that it
lies like the dead corpse of a giant, decaying for centuries,
with no survivor mighty enough even to bury it, •••• "
The ~J!arble Faun, (Toronto: Signet, 1961) I [copyright 1860J,

0/p. 00.

7 Hyatt H. Waggoner f Hawthorne: A Critical Stud~,

(Cambridge, itiass.: Belknap Press, 1963), (copyright 1953),
pp. 162-163.

8 Waggoner, Hawthorne: A Critical Study, pp. 171-172.

9 The only objects that seem to be absolute are
the nictoral renresentations of some of the characters.
The stern and proud portrait of the Colonel faithfully sig
nifies his nature, the painting of Clifford points to his
inner beauty and fragility, despite the fact that he has
grov-m old and wri.nkled, and the daguerrotype of Jaffrey re
veals his evil nature, where an examination of him in person
would not. Thus Hawthorne once again suggests that the
artist, as represented by the daguerrotypist, is one of the
few persons capable of perceiving the 'truth'. As pointed
out earlier, however, in order to perceive, the art~st must
lead a solitary life, and that, in Hawthorne's world, comes
at a great price. Therefore when Holgrave relinquishes
his solitary existence to marry Phoebe, he must also re
nounce his 'wild' ideas concerning the manner in which
houses shape mankind.

10 A. H. Roper,. in his article "The Moral and
Metaphorical Meaning of The Snoi.ls of Poynton", disregards
this third set of images. He is convinced that Fleda's
idealism is healthy and correct. Hence, "Her alternative,
to take ~~en from Mona by allowing her love full expression,
would have represented a descent to the petty level of self
interest and expediency on which Mrs. Gereth and the Brig
stocks move." ,James, however, leaves no doubt in the
reader's mind that any sort of love between Owen and Mona
has faded well before his proposal to Fleda, and thus the
only thing that keeps Fleda and Owen apart is Fleda's
twisted priorities.
"The Moral and Metaphorical Meaning of The Spoils of Poynton",.
American Literature, 32 (1960-61), pp. 195-196.

II Robert C. McLean, in "The Subjective Adventure
of Fleda Vetch",. perplexingly assigns a great deal of
intelligence and craftiness to the character of Owen. The
second part of the article deals with his interpretation
that Owen is, in fact, manipulating Fleda in order to
"dupe" Mrs. Gereth and secure the treasures of Poynton.
Such a reading neglects the fact that OvJen could, at any
time, take for himself all the "things". Furthermore,
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this interpretation fails to take into account Jamests
general characterization of Owen. "He had neither wit
nor tact, nor inspiration: •••• " (31).
"The Subjective Adventure of Fleda Vetch", American Literature,
36 (1964-65), pp. 12-30.

12 Nina Baym, in her article enti tIed "Fleda
Vetch and the Plot of The Snoils of Poynton", argues that
the character of both fl.rs. Gereth and Fleda under'tJent
many changes during the creation of the novel. She closely
examines all the notebooks and writes, "Introduced as a
simple plotting device, Fledats increasing complexity
provides coherence in a far more complicated story than
James had planned to write." Following this theory then,
Mrs. Gereth, who started out as the major character, is
simply pushed into the background as the story progresses.
"Fleda Vetch and the Plot of The Spoils of Povnton",
P. M. L. Ac , 84 (I969), p. 102.

13 Nina Baym offers a slightly different inter
pretation. "It seems as though Fleda can love only in
fantasy, and the love obj ect must therefore be safely
beyond the bounds of the attainable."
IfFleda Vetch and .the Plot of_The Spoils of Poynton", p. 108.



CONCLU SIO,J

In T~, nouse of the S~ven Gables r Hawthorne e~ployed

the structural device of the house to examine ~~d locate a

suitable way for his characters to live and survive within

the often crushing fra~ework of ti~e. For this reason,

characters often assumed a nu~ber of different and antagon

istic points of view which represented various ways of

'living'. Unity and restoration occurred when the original

sin i,\las obli t srated I thus illustrating the power and manner

of cyclical time. For Hawthorne, the dilemma of the Pyn

cheons in isolation from m~~kind is of great concern. As an

artist, he is forever exploring in his fiction his place,

or lack of one, l,;Jithin the "sympathetic chain of humanityll.

J ames, on the other hand, does not appear to be greatly

concerned, ')n a personal level, wi th these concepts of

rtime' and Thome'. Forever confident about the place of

his art, James concentrates on fully developed plots and

characters. His emphasis on the novel form contrasts with

Hawthorne's often allegorical romances.

Nev_rtheless, a factor which unites the fiction of

Ha\-Jthorn e and .] ames -- {lnd f"lakes t heir houses si '1ii lar in the

works under discussion -- is their interest in isolation as

an artistic situation (alone these lines, it \'1ill be rernembered

that Buitenhuis related that Hav.lthorne arId Ja'nes VJere often
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drawn to the study of the "sordid tr aspects of life,)~ Isolation,

either in Colonel Pyncheon's original crime against Maule which

severed his house from humanity or in Mrs. Gereth's rift with

her son and in Fleda's withdrawal into the exclusiveness of

Poynton and its objects. provides the ltgerm" for these works.

In order to examine the effects of isolation it must be seen

in relation to other points of view. For this reason, James

compares and contrasts the houses of Waterbath and Poynton

and their ways of life as represented by their owners. Haw

thorne, with Jaffreyts mansion, Colonel Pyncheon's house and

Hepzibah's home, has done exactly the same thing. In The

Spoils of Povnton, moreover, a third house is set in direct

opposition to both Waterbath and Poynton, and we may assume

that through the representation of Ricks, James, like Haw

thorne, is attempting to define a successful means of hab

itation.

Mrs. Gerethts first appraisal of Ricks produces

predictable comments. The doors are "like the holes of

rabbit-hutches" and she wonders, trhow a place in the deep

est depths of Essex and three miles from a small station

could contrive to look so suburban If (40). Unli ke her

criticism of Waterbath, however, Mrs. Gereth's statements

concerning Ricks may not be laughingly endorsed. Fleda

senses that there is a llfaded and melancholy" grace in the

house -- the effect of a maiden aunt who previously inhabited

it -- and although Fleda~s overly indulgent fancy leads her
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to the 'hopeful' opinion that the aged spinster "had deeply

suffered", the atmosphere of the house contains a warmth and

hu~anity that is not found in Poynton. Thus, when the spoils

are shipped to Ricks, James, through the sensitive eyes of

Fleda, is quick to point out the incongruity of such a

habitation. Scattered around Ricks, the Poynton furniture

,vas "too much Ii ke a minuet danced on a hearth-rug lf (54).

l~s. Gereth's act, therefore, disturbs not only the aesthetic

'beauty' of Poynton, but much more importantly, destroys the

warm atmosphere of Ricks. "The maiden aunt had been exter

minated -- no trace of her to tell her tale lf (57). It is

almost as if l~s. Gereth, by committing her selfish act, is

responsible for a murd er. Obvi ously, Mrs. Gereth' s ruinati on

of the aged spinster is directly comparable to Colonel

Pyncheon's destruction of Maule, Maule's destruction of

Alice and Jaffrey's abortive attempt to destroy Clifford.

Greed and 'pride' lie behind each action.

In the second last chapter, Fleda and Mrs. Gereth

discuss the recent restoration of Ricks, and through their

words and the happy tone of their discussion we cannot help

comparing the favourable reappearance of the maiden aunt's

furniture with the restoration of lfthe great chorus of

Poynton lf • It is through the absence of the worshipped

1ft hings If that the qui et and calm atmosphere of Ri cks return s.

The spoils have been gathered by the overwhelming "love" of

Mrs. Gereth, and hence they are scarred by the rabid
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obsession of the dedicated collector. On the other hand, the

maiden aunt's furniture is indicative of non-obsessive arrange-

ment, of "practical patience ll (41).

In a passage that is reminiscent of The House of the

Seven Gables, Fleda explains to Mrs. Gereth why she feels

favourably towards Ricks.

'It's a presence~ a perfume, a touch. It's a soul,
a story, a life. There's ever so much more here
than you and I. We're in fact just three:'
tOh, if you count the ghosts:'
'Of course I count the ghosts. It seems to me
ghosts count double -- for what they were and for
i.vhat they are. Somehow there were no ghosts at
Poynton~ t Fleda went on. 'That was the only
fault' ~I80).

Here is the "fault" of Poynton. Like the newly built house

of the seven gables and the mansion of Jaffrey Pyncheon,

Poynton is all calculated glitter. There is no atmosphere

of life in Poynton, no comfortable past, save for the

adopted artificiality of the many ponderous antiques. .The

similarity between the cold and inhospitable representations

of the past in these works is, therefore, striking. Hep

zibah's affection for her gloomy corridors and ancestral

antiquities .1s commensurate with the glittering halls and

valuable collection of Mrs. Gereth o It is the pride of

Colonel Pyncheon and Jaffrey which constructs their houses,

'VJhich severs them from mankind. Similarly, it is the pride

of ~1rs. Gereth which infects Poynton, and also infects the

dangerously innocent mind of Fleda, for Fleda's desire to

become part of her imagined aesthetic religion is a proud
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and destructive ambition. Thus in both~ House of the

Sgven Gables and The Spoils of Poynton, the manner in

\'1hich egotism affects one's way of living is a primary

consideration. It crushes life from both houses, making

them isolated temples or cathedrals, not homes.

The houses act as structural centres around which

the "cluster of appurtenances" are examined. In both vJorks,

houses are compared to other houses, characters are compared

and contrasted, and houses and characters are viewed in

relation to each other. James and Hawthorne are forever

studying these relationships. Both authors, therefore,

are concerned with what Eliot has termed the "situation".

Phoebe's meetings with Jaffrey on the threshold of the

house and with Holgrave in the garden, Hepzibah's relation

ship to her house in Chapter Two, ~trs. Brigstock 'catching'

Owen and Fleda in the parlour, Mrs. Gereth's first conver

sation with Fleda and Fleda's dream-like vision of returning

to Poynton, -- these are but a few of the "situations" in

The House of the Seven Gables and The Spoils of Poynton.

In these "situations", moreover, Hawthorne and James are

constantly slowing down the action, permitting the reader

to carefully view each important pose and action and

analyze it from each angle. In many cases, the relative

position of the characters and houses is conveyed to the

reader as an almost visual scene. In both works, the

numerous relationships and interconnections should make us
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aware that first and foremost the authors are concerned with

methods of 'composition'. with developing the "germ" as

fully as possible.

Thus in The House of the Seven Gables and The Spoils

of ;oynton, Hawthorne and James signify their artistic

concepts. They indicate their belief that artistic 'truth'

is not to be found in exclusively expostulating ideas, but in

amplifying rtsi tuations" and comparing relationships" .At this

point, the theories of Beach concerning the similarities be

tween James's fiction and a 'picture' should be recalled.

Hawthorne's work, as we have seen, with its emphasis upon

"atmosphere" and the!l picturesque", deserves the same consider-

ation. If one employs a still life painting as an example

of a 'pieture'p it will be seen that the importance of the

work lies in the relationships amongst the colours, shades

and shapes of all the objects. Surely, the relationships

grouped around the houses and characters in The Spoils of

Poynton and The House of the Seven Gables create a similar,

overall effect. Like the painting, appearances are eXplored

by observing affiliations. It will be remembered that one

reason offered for Fleda's twisted attraction to Poynton was

that "her opportuni ti es for compari son had been small" (19).

In the works under discussion, Hawthorne and James developed

their "si tuations" in order to give us the opportuni ti es for

comparison. These works illustrate that everything is depen-

dant upon the full range
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